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Holland City News.
YOL. XII.-NO.17. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1883. WHOLE NO. 589.
(Situ $etw.
A WEEKLYNEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.
WILLIAM H. ROGERS.
Editor and PuUUher.
Tarma of SnbaoriptloB:
$1,50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
JOB PRINTM ProniDtljr aM My Eieciitei
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents for
first insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertion for any period under three mouths.
8 M. 6 M. 1 1 T.
1 Square .................. 350 600 8 00
600 800 10 008 “ ................ 800 10 00 17 00
U Column ................. 10 00 17 00 25 00u “ ..................17 00 25 00 40 001 “ ................. 25 03 40 00 15 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished wbltout charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX slg
nines that no paper will be contlnred after date.
THIS PAPER “‘itoVr*
paper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
YORK.
Inti firotfc.
Chicago A West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday Nov. 12, 1882.
From Chicago
to Holland.
From Holland
to Chicago.
fft’t
Exp.
Mix-
ed.
Mall. TOWNS. Mall.
Mix-
ed.
Nt’l
Exp.
». m. a. m. p.m. a. m. a. m.
920 11 50 ....Holland ..... 825 800 5 15
0140 10 05 12 08 East Saugatuck 305 7 30 500
10 60 10 25 12 20 ....Richmond1... 2 55 7 15 4 45
IS 00 12 05 I 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 550 8 55
18 20 18 50 1 10 200 e 15 *8 85
1 50 825 230 .Benton Harbor.12 50 8 15 2 10
08 340 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 200
880 8 15 3 00 ..New Buffklo..1140 1 00 11 55
780 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 900 • • • • 9 10
». m. p. m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:29 Sunday morning.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
From Grd. Rapids
to Holland.
s m. a.m. p.m. a. m. *m. p.m.
520 •8 15 825 ....Holland ..... 11 45 9 10 tioiu
5 85 8 40 8 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 840 89 55
5 57 9 20 3 52 .. Hudson rllle... 11 15 740 9 25
• 15 9 55 405 ....Grandvllle...11 80 7 10 9 05
685 10 30 420 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 85 ‘8 45
s-m. a. m. p.m. a. m. a.m. p.m.
On Sunday morning the Night Express leaves
Holland 2:30 and arrives in Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to From MuskegonMuskegon. to Holland.
a. m. p. m. a. m. p.m. a. m. p.m.
t5 30 825 11 40 ....Holland. ... 325 10 45 t9 40
600 .... 12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05
..... .....
12 20 . ...Boshklll. ... ...
12 20 1.... 9 5
635 4 10 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 10 8 40
6 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 885
725 450 1 20 ...Muskegon... 200 8 15 8 00
m. p.m. p.m. p.m. a. m. p.m.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland.
a.m. p. m. a.m. p. m.
•5 45•1045 325 11 45
11 25 849 11 25 5 10
11 85 400 1107 4 55
12 00 4 15 10 58 4 15
12 45
p.m.
440
p.m.
10 30
a.m.
380
p.m.
* Mixed trains,
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun-
day. All trains run by Chicago time.
iu$i»e$0 Diwctonj.
AUorasyi.
|TOWARD,M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
AJL Notary Public; River street.
TTANPUTTEN.Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi
V cines, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr
W.VAKDMBnao’sFamllyMedicinesjRiverSt.
YX7AL8H HEBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
Tv fulls lock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
furniture.
VTEYEK, BROUWER A CO.. Dealers in all
ItI kinds of Furniture, CurUlns, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coflins, Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
Qtaeral Dealeri.
YTAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General DealersV In Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River street.
jyjO BRIDE, A^C A R ROLL, Attorneys at Law,
Bunlnissm *Kent, Ottawa aud Allegan CounUes
will be promptly attended to.
Gomaliiin Uirebaut.
Y) EACH, W. II. Cofitmlsslon Merchant, and
JD dealerin Grain, Flour and Prodnce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Offlce In Brick
store cor Eighth & Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Drugs aad Vi&lelnei.
pvoESBURG. J . O. Dealer In Drugs and Medl-U cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sicians prescriptions carefully put up. Eighth St
\J-BBNGd, D. R., Drug Store. Fins Drugs, Med-
ifl icines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries. River street. ’ —
Hotsli.
rUTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro-
prietors. The only first-class Hotel in the
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
in the State. Free bus in connection with the Ho-
tel. Holland, Mich. KMy
JJHfflN IX HOTEL. R^de^A Oo^re.pmprieJGrs.
has good facilities for the traveling public^ an! Its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda-
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
OOOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
O This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish strs. Terms, $1.85 per day. Good accom-
modations can always be relied on. Holland,M ch. 8-ly
Llvirr aid Sals Stablss.
THAT HACKING COUGH can be so quickly
cured by Shiloh’s Cure. We guarantee it. oid
by D. R. Meengs.
WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint? Shiloh's Vltallxer is guaranteed to
cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
8LEELPESS NIGHTS, made miserable by that
terrible cough. Shiloh's Cure is the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
cents. Nasal Injector free. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
FOR LAME BACK, Side or Chest use Shiloh’s
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
Meengs.
SHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Cnre is
>ld by us
Sold by D. R, Meengs
sol  on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
‘ K. o
latjri
Consumption, Loss of Appetite, Diztlness and
all symptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
SHILOH’S VITAL1ZER is what you need for
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
immediately relieved by Shiloh's Cure. Sold by
D. R. Meengs.
T>OONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Offlce
13 andbarnon Market street. Everything first-
class.
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boardin
XX stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’sHotel. 83-tf
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
11 Ninth street, near Market. _
Vat Karkiti.
KUITE.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats andvegetables ; Msat Market on 8th street.
VAN DEB H AAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Sil',
Y and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Xiautiotorlii, MlUi, Shops, Ito.
T)AUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors1 of Ptugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
VAN RAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. River and Ninth Street.
WH'HH, P. U. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
YY Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
10th and River streets.
VoUrr Publioi.
OTEGBNGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and0 Notary Public. Conveyancing done at shou
notice. Offlce at his residence New Holland,Michigan. * 2-ly
Physicians.
OEST, R. B.. Physician and Surgeon, can be
X> found in his offlce, on River street, next door
to D. R. Meengs, drug store.
T7’ REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Real-
IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Offlce at the drug store of Kremers A
Bangs. Offlce hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p. m. 50-ly
OCHIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;
O offlce at the drag store of Schepers A bchip-
horst: is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to f,calls.” *
1 A ANTING, A. G., Physician
jYX offlce at Graafrcbap Village, .
Mich. Offlce hours from 12 to 2 p.
 and Surgeon;
, Allegan county,
i  n. 26-ly.
Phriopaphir.
RIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
Watohsi asi Jivelry.
pREYMAN,OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
YTTTKnUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks.
YY Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets, Holland, Mi^h. 24-ly.
I. 0. Of 0- r.
HollandCity Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich.,onTueBday Evening
of each week
Visitingbrothers arecordlallylnviled .
M. Habrihoton, N. G.
William Badmoabtkl. R. S.
F. & A. II.
ARiooLARCommunicatlon of Unity Lodge,
No. 191.F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, June
20,at7j’clock, sharp.
O. Bretmah, W.M.
D.L. BoTD.tfse’v.
©ttt P»M.
Prodnce, Etc.
(Corrected every Thursday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, V bushel ................. $ 76 ®
Beans, $ bushel ................ @
Butter, Y lb ..................... @
Egg". W dozen ..................... &
Honey, Y& ...................... ®
Onions, f bushels ............... wj
Potatoes, |1 bushel ................ 80®
) 00
1 40
17
15
15
40
85
(tain, Feed, Etc.
(Corrected every Thursday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, « buahel .............. ® *65
Bran. A 100 Ms .................... ® 80
Barley, V 100 M ..................... ® 1 20
Clover aeed, V 1b .................. ® fi bo
Corn Meal f 100 !».... ......... ® i 80
Corn, ahelled Y bushel ............ 40J® 50
Fine Corn Meal Y 100 Ms ..... I.!*. ' ® 1-40
...................... @ 22 30
Y 100 M ...................... @ 1 )o
I®®*... *• 7 00 3 8 00
MlddllnE, Y 100 lb .. . ............ @ 1 10
Oats, f uushel ...................... 40 a 45
PearlBariar, Y100M..
Rye Y bush.
Time ‘ -
>•••••• •••• «
••••••••lmothySeed,Y bushel....
Wheat, white Y buahel..red « ............
Lancaater Bed, Y bushel....
For Noto Head*, Letter Heads, BUI
Heads, Statements, Cards, Taga.Envelopes,
and all other kinds of Job Printing, call
at this offlce.
Old Berkshire Mills, )
Dalton. Mass., April 27, 1882. J
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
this town for the past seventeen years, and
in our employ for fifteen, and in all these
years he baa been a good and respected
citizen of the town and community. He
has bad some chronic disease to our knowl-
edge for most of the time, but now claims
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
• Chas. O. Brownh, Pres’t.
[The wonderful case referred to above
is published ,in another column and will
prove of great value to thousands of our
readers.— Ed.1
Notice.
Notice is hereby given, that the Secre-
tary of the Boara of Education of the
Public Schools of the city of Holland, is
ready to receive applications for teachers,
and that all applications must be filed
with the Secretary on or before the second
day of June next, 1888.
14-4 THOMAS J. BOGGS, Secretary.
A Card.
To all who are suffering from the errors
and indiscretions of youth, nervous weak-
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, <&c.,
I will send a recipe that will cure you,
free of charge. This great remedy was
discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
D, New York City. 28-ly
Mortgage Sale.
TABFAULT having been made In the conditionU of payment of a mortgage from Lammert
Terbeek and Anna Terbeek his wife, to John C-
Post, dated September Twenty-sixth, 1881, and
recorded on September Twenty-eighth, 1881, in
Liber V of mortgages, on page 605, In the Regis-
ter’s offlce of Ottawa County, (and wUlch mo. •
gage was afterwards and on November Fourth,
A. D. 1881, duly aasifned by said John C. Post,
by assignment In writing, to Jan Trimpe, rnd
which assignment was duly recorded in the offlce
of the Register of Deeds, of Ottawa County. In
Liber 26 ot mortgages, on page 41, on March
Seventh, A. D. 1883); And, whereaa, Throe Hun-
dred and Sixteen Dollars and Twenty-five cents,
are now claimed to be due on said morigige, and
no proceedings at law or in equity having been in-
stituted to recover any part of said sum due;
Therefore, notice la hereby given that said mort-
gage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as
Is necessary to pay the snm doe on said mortgage,
with interest and costs, on the
Swoond day of July, A. D. 1883,
at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the Ottawa County Couri House, at
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premi. ea described
In aald mortgage and to be sold being the West
Half of lot Fifteen (15) in block Twenty-six 126),
City of Holland, Michigan; And also, all those
parts of lota One ajd Two and the East one-half
of lot Three (8) in block Twenty-aix (86) City of
Holland, Michigan, which lie Sonth of the right of
way of the “ Grand Haven Railroad ” branch of
the Chicago and West Michigan Railroad Com-
pany's line, said railroad having formerly been
known as the Michigan Lake Shore Railroad.
J. C. POST,
As exeentor of the estate of Jan Trimpe, deceased.
Dated March 26, 1888.
FOR A FIR8T-CLAB8
at very low figures, or a
NEW HOME,
DOMESTIC,
ROYAL BT. JOHN,
1
or aoy first-class Sewing Machine, call and
see MEYER, BROUWER & CO.
We defy competition. 7-8m.
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 Inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches Jong.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long. ;
For making contracts or further in-
formation apply to Fixter’a Stave Factory.
ED. VER SC HU RE, 8upt.
ur to G. Van Patten & Sons’ store.
We clip the following from the New
York Weekly TW&unsof May 16. May
thia remarkable temperance movement
now going on across the water soon spread
to the United States and out' own State.
“The temperance movement is making
remarkable progress In England. The
revenue returns afford unanswerable proof
of the decreased consumption of alcoholic
liquors. Mr. Childers showed in the
course of his recent Budget speech that
the revenue from excise duties Is now
$25,000,000 less than it was seven years
ago. This indicates an enormous diminu-
tion in the consumption of beer and spirits
throughout the United Kingdom. That
this decrease is not due to hard limes or
commercial depression is proved by the
steady increase iu the consumption of ten
during the same period. The English
people are becoming more temperate.
Drunkenness is not so fruitful a source of
misery and crime as^it bos been. Educa-
tion is enabling the working classes to
overcome their passion for drink, is giving
them the mastery over themselves, and <s
eking out the homely virtue of soberness
with the common sense of thrift.
The popular interest which Is felt in the
cause of temperance is evinced simultan-
eously iu religious, social aud political
circles. Among the Nonconformist the
agitation has long been carried on with
zeal, and witblu the Establishment itself
the work has assumed the proportions of
a genuine religious revival. The returns
from the various dioceses read at the an
nual meeting of the Church of England
Temperance Society a fortnight ago regis-
tered a total membership of 408,674, in-
cluding 86,000 in th,e navy and merchant
service and a large number of railway em-
ployes. The work! already involves *an
annual outlay of $115,000 aud is enlisting
the aid and encouragement of a laige body
of the clergy, indeed, so remarkable nre
the results of the movemfut that the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury instead of striving
to awaken zeal deems it necessary to re-
press indiscreet ardor by warning the
society that success must not lead to fan-
aticlam. Outside the religious organiza-
tions interest has been manifested by all
classes of English society. A fortnight
ago an aristocratic temperance meeting
was held at Stafford House, the palatial
residence of the Duke of Sutherland, and
the Duchess herself set the fashion for the
great bouses by decking herself with the
blue ribbon. Distinguished earls testified
to the physical benefits which they bad de-
rived from entire abstinence from alcohol;
orators with historic titles presented co
gent arguments for the adhesion of blue
blood to the principles ot temperance;
and at the close of the proceedings patri-
cians of both sexes signed the pledge and
formally enlisted in the cause of social
regeneration. The aristocratic class is
naturally the last to feel the influence of a
popular movement. Throughout th^
country coffee palaces have multiplied,
local option resolutions have been passed,
Sunday-closing movements have been or-
ganized, and enthusiastic temperance
meetings have been held. It is a popu-
lar uprising.”
The Drive Well Patent.
We take the following article from the
Scientific American, a paper which stands
at the head of all papers of a scientific or
mechanical nature, aud it regarded as
good authority on questions relating to
patents:
“In a recent trial in the United States
Circuit Court, Des Moines, Iowa, the judge
decides that the original drive well patent
of N. W. Green is null and void. This
decision might be important if it were not
contrary to a number of other previous
decisions by eminent judges of the United
States courts, by whom the patent has
heretofore been upheld. The present case
will now go on appeal to the Supreme
Court of the United States.
The invention of the drive weil was
made in 1851, by Nelson W. Green, an
officer in one of the New York regiments
then serving in the war. There was a
rumor that the enemy had poisoned the
wells. To make sore of a pare supply of
water for his own regiment and for the
Union forces generally, wherever they
might march, he conceived the idea of
driving into the earth imall tubes of iron,
perforated at the bottom, and of attaching
a pump to the upper end of the tube. He
reasoned that, when the pump was worked
aud suction produced, the water would
rise iu the tube, aud thus serviceable wells
might be made anywhere, by a few min-
utes’ work, at small cost. His invention
was found to be completely successful,
was immediately adopted in the army, and
our troops seldom lacked for good water
wherever it was practical to drive down
Colonel Green’s tubes. From the army
the use of the invention quickly spread .
through this country, then to foreign coun-
tries; it was adopted by the British army ;
it is now so adjunct of the military equip-
ments of all nations, and is in common *
use throughout the world.
The patent to Col. Green was not issued
to him until 1868, owing to the inability
of the inventor to attend to the husineta
of taking the patent until after his rela-
tions with the army were finally closed.
Such, in brief, is the history of the drive
well patent. It is one of the most useful
inventions of the day, and has conferred
vast benefltt Upon the people of this cmft-
try and the world in general.
When Col. Groeu received his patent,
he became entitled to demand compensa-
tion for the use of his inveution from that
time onward for seveoteeu yean, and he
established a general tariff or patent lee of
ten dollars for each well made in accord-
ance with his discovery. Many thousands
of the Green drive wells were put into
use beforo his patent was granted; for
such prior use he could make no claim;
but for the continued use ot these wells
after the grant ot the paten[, he was en-
titled to demand payment.
There are regions of country where
every fanner has from one to ten of the
Green wells on his premises; where in
fact, people have them ia their kitchens,
cellars, yards, and fields; whenever they
want water, they drive a tube and put on
the pump.
These people knew nothing about the
patent when they put iu the wells; and
the appearance of the patentee’s agents,
asking for ten dollars’ payment on each
tube, with threat of a law suit If the de-
mand is refused, naturally excites surprise
and indignation. They feel as if their
rights as American citizens were being In-
vaded. What business, they ask, has the
Patent Offlce to grant a patent to prevent
us from pumping water out of the ground ?
We have always been accustomed to stick
a tube with its pump into our cisterns and
cellara to draw water; and we claim a
free right to stick the tube into the ground
and get water wherever we cau. For
reasons such as these many have refused
payment; but the courts have decided ad-
versely iu various lest cases, aud the le-
gality of the patent has been fully sus-
tained.
But the costs of the law suits, and the
expenses of collecting the royalties have
greatly diminished the patentee’s receipts.
The patent will expire by its own limita-
tions on January 14, 1885. If the Supreme
Court should decide adversely to tho
patent in the present case, the Inventor
and his associates will probably lose more
money than they have received from the
invention. If the court sustains tho
patent, they may possibly realize a profit,
as they will be enabled hereafter to collect
damages from all who made use of the
patent during Its lifetime.”
Vanderbilt and Gould are both ridi-
culously afraid of death, both are grow-
ing old sensitive to aches aud pains.
Vanderbilt has a “movement doctor” hired
by the year to rub bis joints and punch
bis muscles and limber bim up every
morning. Young man, wealth is not hap-
piness; virtue is. All else is n. g. Look
at the newspaper chaps, young man, and
learn how great a thing it is to be a ser-
vant of the people. Look at the news-
paper reporter, nosing around small-pox-
infected alleys for an Item, and disinfect-
ing himself with a pint of beer on a $12
salary. Look at the editor^ young man,
knowing all there is In an encyclopedia,
and telling It in a great deal more cheerful
style for a noble recompense of $20 per
week. Look at the proprietor footing up
the expeoses and receipts and giving a
long pull at the latter to make them cover
the lormer ; see bim pocket the differeoce
on the wrong side and go home without
swearing, to a family where the children
want toys and trinkets, and the wife re*
quires spring fashions; look on these
things, young man, and team bow viitue
makes death eagy, if not desirable.— Jndia-
napoUs Independent.
Referring to the publication of the
Carlyle letters and their revelations of
personal and domestic infelicity, the poet
Whittier •says: “tio strongly have they
affected myself that I have set to work
•od destroyed the major part of my cor-
respondence. covering a period of over
fifty years, lest it shonid be published
after my death and bring suffering to
any.” He wishes that all of the letters
that he has written could be treated by
bis friends in the same manner.
fotlaiti fla t
HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
TBUE KAIT,
.The life of the Hon. W. IX. Kelley,
of PemsylvanU, is said to be In danfer from
cancer of the and Ub afflictlra is riml-
kar<te that of the late Senator Den Hill, of
Georgia. Not long ago a tumor was remov-
ed from Mr. Kelley's roouth, and Ct was sup-
posed that he would have no more trouble,
fnft serious davetapments have followed
which cause alarm.
Thaddbos Davids & Oo., of New
York, ink manufacturers, have assigned,
giving preferences for $3:1,792. The embar-
rassment was caused by the irregular
practices of George W. Davids, who recently
committed suicide. ... .Ten hundred and
sixty steerage passengers arrived at Dos ton
last* week from Ireland, most of them te'ng
“assisted" emigrants. ..... Arbuckle, the
famous cornet-player, died last week in
Brooklyn, N. Y.
“Aunt Dinah," an Onondago Indian
woman, died the other day at the reserva-
tion near Syracuse, N. Y. She claims to be
109 years old, and boasted of having fre-
quently seen Gen. Washington. She was
nurse to Gov. Seymour, of New York, at his
birth . . . .The Erie and New England Express
Company has ceased to exist, the United
States Express Company succeeding to the
principal portion of its’ hnsiness in New En-
gland.
ns whit.
In the fight between Gov. Tabor and
his late partner, Bush, the latter goes into
court at Denver with a series of counter
claims against the thirty-day Senator, of
which the following are a few: Seventy-
five thousand dollars for mnljctous prosecu-
tion; $18,000 commissions unpaid for man-
aging the opera-houses in Denver and Lead-
ville; $19,000 for special services, as per
agreement, in aiding Tabor’s election to ;ho
United States Senate, and in procuring
a divorce from his wife, and bring-
ing about his marriage with Miss
McCourt Bush’s answer is a volum-
inous and highly sensational document ____
Kerr, the absconding bank clerk from Chi-
cago, recently arrested in Peru, is being
token around the Capo on board the United
States steamer Essex, to avoid the compli-
cations that would arise from the absence of
an extradition treaty with Colombia should
he be taken across the isthmus.
Orlwo*, La. The meeting was caused by
arises in the tfatcot reflecting on Justine
Todd . . . .Emlen Hewes, commission lumber
dealer at Wilmington. Del., has failed for
$100,00(1 Assets less than $25, 00a
J. C. Claubsen & Cafe steam bakery
and candy manufactory, Charleston, & C.,
was destroyed by tire. Low, $40,(X;U; in-
sured for $25, OOtt A colored employe was
burned to death. . . .Snow a foot deep fell in
the region of Lynchburg, Va, on the 23d of
May.
The South had four hangings— three
of them in Arkansas— on Friday, May 25,
Joseph Young (colored) who was hanged at
Richmond, Ark., for outraging Mra Annas, a
white woman, last November. He con-
fessed, and said he died in the hopes of for-
giveness beyond the grave A large
force of armed men surrounded the scaffold
the Treasury that the acceptance of posi-
tions In the civil service deprives persons on
the retired list of the army of the latter
honor and the accompanying emoluments
affects Gen. Daniel E. biokles , equally with
CoL Badeau, whoso case invoked the ruling,
Gen. Sickles has been drawing $4,0W a year
as Brigadier General on the retired
list since 18W, Including the time
he served as Minister to Spain —
Illinois, Indiana and Iowa report severe
irosts on the nights of Mav 21 and 22, injur-
ing small frait to some extent and seriously
to prevent a rescue by the negroes....
' . ..... red)Leander Coleman (colo ed) was hanged at
Baton Rouge, La, for the murder of John
Cray last whiter. The execution was pub-
lic. A large crowd was present, mostly
negroes.. f John Taylor was executed at
Clarendon, Ark., in the presence of a largi
crowd, for the murder of CoL Ilges. in 1SH).
He met his doom bravely, and gave good
advice to the assembled thousands....
Jack Hinlon was hanged at Helena Ark.,
for murder. A large crowd witnessed the
execution ____ Sixty armed men attacked
the jail at Mt Sterling, Ky., for the purpose
of lynching a murderer, but were repulsed.
though the Sheriff and several others were
wounded.
The widow of Walter Davis, the
man whom Congressman Phil B. Thompson
Jr., killed at Harrodsburg, Ky., recently
publishes a letter which was found in her
husband’s pocket after he had been mur-
dered, in which, after addressing Thompson,
he assures him there was no basis for the
charges against Mra Thompson and
himself. Davis, his widow says, as-
sured her none of the Thompsons be-
lieved the allegations to be true ____
The accounts of Postmaster Nall, of Atlanta,
Ga, have been found to be $8,000 short lie
says there must be some mistake, but will
make the shortage good. . . .Jesse Howard, a
negro incendiary taken in the act at Mari-
anna, Lee county, Ark. , was dragged
from jail by a mob. and shot to death.
POLITICAL.
damaging vegetables. Heavy rams and
floods created havoc ip sections of New York
and Ohio, while the unusual cold in the
South, it is feared, affected the cotton plant
The business failures throughout the
country, as reported to the mercantile
agency of R. G Dun A Ca, during the week
ending May 25, numbered 156 as compared
with 171 for previous week, a reduction of
13. New England States had 17; Western,
41; Southern, 37; Middle, 28; Pacific States
and Territories, 18; New York
city, 7; Canada, 15 ____ News comes
from Mexico, by way of. Tombstone,
Arizona, that Gen. Crook had an engagement
with a large body of Indians near Guaca-
nope, in the Sierra Madres. Crook had sent
forward a portion of the San Carlos scouts,
who were surprised by the hostiles and
driven back to the main body. A general
advance was then made by the entire force,
driving the hostiles from their intrenched
position, killing thirty, The remainder
broke and tied. Crook immediately took
the trail and started in pursuit.
On the steamship Strasburg, from
Bremen for Baltimore with 1,474 immigrants,
ashacklebolt fell killing two passengers
and knocking another overboard, who was
drowned.
FOREIGN.
Following its usual custom, the
British House of Commons, by a majority of
more tban two to one, decided to adjourn
over the “Derby Day.” For many years an
attempt has been made on the eve of each
Considerable interest is felt in St.
Louis over the mystery attending the where-
abouts of ex-Judge Chester H. Krum, for-
merly United States District Attorney there
and who attained prominence some years
ago os counsel for the whi-ky ring in’ that
city. He left St Louis, April 2d, ostensibly
to try a suit in Chicago, and although he his
important law cases pending in the 8t Louis
courts he .* ent no explanation of bis contin-
ued absence
Over 5,000 people witnessed the
opening of the great Railroad Exposition
at Chicaga Mayor Harrison welcomed the
visitors, and Hon. E. B. Washburno and
others made speeches. The main build-
ing of the Exposition is given up
to the smaller machinery on exhibi-
tion, while the south part of the
building is devoted to electric lighting
apparatus and such other paraphernalia as
switches, signals and blocks. An electric
railroad train of two coaches encircles the
building, carrying forty passengers each
trip, lire north part of the annex contains
the products of mills and foundries, in the
way of rails, boiler plates, etc. Among the
curiosities are the old Stephenson engine,
the work of the inventor, and the Arabian
No. 1, the first engine to do any service in
the country.
The verdict in a slander suit, just
closed at Cincinnati, hinged in a curious
way upon a question of parentage. A young
Walter Evans, of Louisville, Ky.,
has been appointed by President Arthur as
; Commissioner of Internal Revenue, vice
Green B. Rnnm, resigned. Mr. Evans is a
lawyer by profession, served in the Federal
army during the rebellion, has been a mem-
ber of both branches of the Kentucky Legis-
lature, and received the Republican nomina-
tion for Governor of the State four years
ago. He was one of the 306 Stalwarts who
; stood by Grant in the Chicago Convention.
The Prohibitory Liquor amendment
to the Pennsylvania constitution was defeat-
ed in the State Senate, by a vote of 21 yeas
to 18 nays— less than a constitutional major-
Ity.
The appointment of Walter Evans,
of Louisville, to be Commissioner of Internal
Revenue is regarded at Washington as an in-
dication of the President's intention to con-
trol the Kentucky delegation in the next
National Republican Convention In his own
Interest or in the interest of the person he
i may desire to succeed him in the Presiden-
! tlal office ____ Prohibitionists of New Jersey
have held a StaAe Convention and nomi-
nated Dr. Isaac M. Quimby, of Jersey City,
for Governor.
recurring anniversary of the great sporting
event, to induce the House not to recognize
it in this manner. The opposition is com-
posed of Nonconformist Radicals, some of
whom look at the matter from a moral stand-
point. while others object to the waste of a
legislative day. But the Cockney holiday
“ ...... idha^ the indorsement of all the Tories am
many of the Whigs, and so far it has with-
stood the onslaughts of ita enemies. . . .The
Czar entered Moscow in great state on the
22d. and proceeded to the Kremlin, the
greetings of the people along the route be-
ing enthusiastic in the extreme. The ring-
lady, who was a foundling twenty-two
Dyears ago, became possessed of the belief
that she. was the daughter of a Mr. and Mia
Clement L English, and claims to have had
confirmation of this belief from Mra En-
lish. Mr. English denounced the young
woman as a blackmailer, whereupon she
brought suit against him for slander.
The jury awarded her $2,50) damages ____
In the Union depot at Cleveland the atten-
tion of Alexander Granger, money-carrier
of the United States Express Company, was
diverted by a call from an unknown person,
and when he returned to his buggy in a few
seconds, after endeavoring to determine
whence the call proceeded, ho found that
two pouches containing $15,000 had been
taken from his rig, and had been re-
placed with two filled with paper. There
is no clew to the thieves ____
Chicago was visited by a 875,000 fire, which
swept away Louis Huck’s malt-house, on
Eighteenth and Canal streets, and a plaining-
mill adjacent ____ An immense diseoverj* of
silver is reported twenty-three miles south-
west of Prescott, Arizona, in Turkey Creek
valley. The ore assays $26,000 to the ton.
Near Lakeville, on the California
shore, the steamer Pilot, bound north from
San Francisco, blew up. Fifteen persons
were killed or drowned, and seven are
wounded. The cxplodun sent some of the
victims Hying flora the boat and landed
them on shore, where the fall caused death
or broken limbs. . . .The nitro-glycerme fac-
tory of the Roberts Torpedo Company, north
of Bay City, Mich., exploded the 'other day,
smashing the building to splinters, and tear-
ing Joseph Shamburg, the only man about
the place, to pieces
In a six-days’ bicycle contest at Chi-
cago, in which two men and a woman were
the contestants, the latter gallantly came
out ahead, making 813 miles against 820 and
723 miles respectively by her bifurcated op-
ponent*. Thus has woman demonstrated
ner superiority in anot er of the “higher
professions. "....At Indianapolis John Zopf
shot and mortally wounded Chris-
tian Mucho, after which he shot
himself, dying ins:antly. The affair
was the result of an old feud....
A colored man named Willis Shannon and
three boys were drowned at Martin VFerry,
W. Va., together with two horse* Shannon
went to the river to wash a buggy, taking
the bovg with him for a rid* When in the
river the horses became unmanrgjable, and
all were washed into the current and
lost.... A large portion of the Lake
Erie Iron Companys nut and
bolt work* at Cleveland, Ohio,
was mysteriouslv destroyed by tire, entail-
ing a loss of $40,000.
THE SOUTH.
Lbst the soil of Tennessee should be
steeped in gore, the Chief of Police of Mem-
phis arrested Gen James R. Chalmers, of
The Kentucky Republican Conveu-
tion met at Lexington. Walter Evans, the
newly-appointed Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, was chosen permanent Chairman
The platform declares in favor of a tariff
for revenue only, urges the need of in-
creased free schools and a compuLsory-
education law. expresses sympathy with
the people of Ireland in tnetr’ efforts
to obtain independence, advocates the
abolition of all taxes on the production or
manufacture of tobacco, condemns the
Democratic administration of State affairs,
commends President Arthur’s policy, and in-
dorses the selection of Mr. Evans for the
Commissionershlp of Internal Revenue.
Thomas Z. Morrow, of Pulaski county, was
nominated for Governor on the sixth ballot
ingof bells and booming of artillery gave the
signal for the procession to start, and when
it reached the gates of the Resurrection the
imperial pair and the Grand Dukes alighted
and prayed before a picture of the Virgia
The Emperor, dressed in a General’s uni-
: form, wore a calm demeanor, and smiled at
the plaudits of the populace, while the Em-
press received fpecial marks of public favor.
....Longfellow's bust will be placed be-
i tween the tombs of Chaucer and Dryden. in
; Westminster Abbey. ____ The rebels' in the
Soudan are submitting to the authority of
the Khedive.
The preliminary ceremonies prior to
the coronation of the Czar, began at Mos-
cow on the 23d of May, with the benediction
of the imperial banner, which is renewed on
even- accession to the throne. The banner
was blesswl in the pres; .ice of the Emperor
by the Holy Synod. It was in cloth of gold,
six fcot square, edged with deep bullion sur-
; mounted with bands of silk, on which was
! embroidered the dates of the principal
; epochs in the Russian Imperial history— 862,
the foundation by Rurick; 98S, tho in-
troduction of ' Christianity by St
Vladimir; 1497, the Byzantine Dominion of
I the Grand Duke Ivan Vassilivitch; 1721, the
; imperial manifesto of Peter the Great On
the head of the staff were a bull and an im-
perial eagle. The ceremony took place in
the circular hall of the palace chamber. ...
The Suez Canal Company have announced
that they propose to commence the cutting
of the narallel canal across the isthmus
forthwith, and have applied to the
English Government for its support
in obtaining the necessary conces-
sion of land from the Khedive....
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
A Florida dispatch says that Nelson
Jordan, a negro, while drunk and riotous^
resisted arrest at Archer, AJoohua county,
and shot the Marshal In the bowel* Other
negroes then joined Jordan. The Maybr
summoned a posse who were fired iuto by
the negroo* The posse then returned the
tire, killing Jordan Sam Duncan, a colored
politician, formerly in the United
States Lund Office, was arrested among
the other prisoners, and jailed....
A bloody encounter betwmen three
Smith brothers and Jphn and Riley Cecil
with pistols occurred at Helenswood, Tenn
Both the Cecils were killed The two Smiths
were wounded Four years ago the Cecils
killed the Smiths’ father, and two years
later the Smiths killed two other Cecil
brothers..... Cap t. Ed Buckley, a dealer in
land and live stock at San Antonio, Texas,
has made an assignment, placing his liabili-
ties at 8440, 0JU and bis assets at $100,0001
Margaret Graham, aged 30, made
desperate by destitution, threw her two
children into the East river at New York,
and then jumped in herself. All were res-
cued.... John L Sullivan, the pugilist,
nlaved os pitcher for the Metrcpolitan Base-
Ball Club of Nevf Vork, against a picked
nine. His delivery was wild, and his play-
ing not good as ’was expected.... George
Sharswood, ex-Chief Justice of Pennsyl-
vania, died at Philadelphia, aged 73 years.
About 150 women, the wives of strik-
ing coal-miners, visited several of the prin-
cipal mines in the Belleville district, in 6t
Clair county, III, where work* was in
progress, and by threats compelled the men
to leave the pit* On application of theu
operators, three companies of militia were
sent to the Reinecke mine, which they
reached at dusk. A number of strikers
who had taken up a position in front of the
mine defied the militia, and after some parley-
ing the officer in command gave the word to
fire. A volley was discharged, killing one
of the rioters outright and mortally wound-
ing another. Six other strikers were hurt
and about thirty were captured. The strik-
ers are alleged to have assailed the militia
with stones, briAs and lumps of coal as
si on as they disembarked from the cars,
aud when the soldiers did not retaliate such
of the mob as were possessed of fire arms
discharged a volley at them. In the Col-
linsville district there were threatenings of
a riot, but the firmness of a Deputy
Sheriff was effectual in dispersing the
disturbers without a resort to force....
At Cedar Hill, near St Louis, Mo., a young
couple going home from church were met
by a disappointed suitor for the ladv’s band,
who, being armed w.th a double-barrel gun,
shot his rival through the breast, killing
him, and then discharged tho second bar-
THE WASHIN6TQN MONUMENT.
Wliat It Waa, What It Is IIoiv, rnd
It Is to Be.
History of What Will Be the lii^hcsl
Structore Ever Raised by
Man’s Hand.
rel at the lady, indicting a dangerous
wound The murderer then reloaded bis
weapon and tired the contents of both bar-
i eis into his own body, exphing instantly ____
The rate war between the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific and Chicago, Burlington
ultand Quincy Railroad Companies res lted
last week in the company first named redu-
i cing the passenger rate from Peoria to Kan-
sas City, Council Bluffs, Atchison, Keokuk
and Des Moines to 25 cents, while the Bur-
lington road advertised to carry passengers
from Peoria to Chicago, Rock Island, Des
Moines, Kansas City, Atchison, St Joseph or
Leavenworth for 15 cents each ____ The Pine
Luke Iron Company’s furnace at Manceloua,
Mich., was burned, causing a loss of $50,000.
Abd-el-Kader, whose death was an-
nounced by cable the other day, was cne of
the most remarkable men of whom history
makes mention. At the age of 14 he knew
the Koran- by heart and had made a pilgrim-
! age to Mecca, thereby gaining the title of El
i Hadji (the holy). He was a most accom-
1 plished cavalier, and before he attained his
majority had acquired several foreign
! language* His noble and prepos-
sessing exterior, his affability and
simplicity of manners, won the affections of
his countrymen; and his purity of morals
and acquirements as a scholar and soldier
; insured their respect and esteem to such a
degree that he was elected Emir before hs
I was 23 vears of oga For fifteen years the
I young Emir waged a bloodv war with the
, French, but at last he was forced to capitu-
rWoshington Telegram. I
Probably few persons outside of Washing-
ton realize that the time has come to speak
respectfully of the Washington Monument.
The unsightly column— os it was for so many *
years— which used to stand os a big stone
stump between the Ionic portico of the
Treasury and the broad, glittering shallows
of the Potomac, has, within the past twe
years, risen into a stately obelisk, whose
marble sides gleam in the sun— a simple and
impodug shaft, which will one day be majes-
tic* The para^rnpers, who aro still joking
about it, ore behind the age. It is now
higher than any of the Egyptian pyramids,
except that of Cheops ana its companion
pyramid, King Sholra s; and when it is com-
pleted, it will be more than 100 feot higher
than either of these, and will bo not only
the highest known structure in the world,
but, so it is said, the nighest structure which
is known to have ever been raised by ths
hand of man. The great spire of the Strus-
burg Cathedral runs up to the height of 468
feet; the height of the tower of the Cathe-
dral at Cologne is put at 511 feet; St.
Peter’s, from the ravement to the base
of the lantern, is 448 feet and tno Milan Ca-
thedral is 355 feet to the very top of the
statue of the Madonna. The Washington
Monument is now 340 feet above the llooi of
the shaft When completed, as it will be by
December, 1885, at the latest, it will be ;>f8
fee; high, or more than forty feet higher
than the very tip of the slender p nuacles
at Cologne. The comparison is un awkward
one. perhaps, but it has its uses neverthe-
less— a plain shaft is not to le compared,
architecturally, with a cathedral or pyra-
mid; but it is of some interest to remem-
ber that while tho tower of the Cologne Car
thedral will probably taper into the air with
a very Email diameter, the Washington Mon-
ument at 500 feet, or almost exactly the
same height, will show a width of thirty-fiva
feet on each of its four fa.es. At the base
each of these tides have a width of lifty-five
feet.
The engineering feat by which a new and
enlarged foundation was inserted under a
structure 150 feet high and weighing 71,500,-
000 pounds, as the monument was when
work was begun in 1878, is one which can
only be adequately described by Co!. Casey,
th*) engineer in 'charge, and he t ays that,
though often urged to do so, he shall not
write a line upon. the subiect i.niil the mon-
ument Ls completed Perhapxit will maks
the story more intelligible to go back a lit-
tle. T. o plan of a monument to Washing-
ton in the city bearing his name was. as
many will remember, formally approved by
Congress in a n solution passed icss than a
fo: might after his death, and fchich re-
i quested that his family permit bis body to
! be deposited under it. Tne monument was
to be erected by the United Stat< s, but noth-
I Ing was done. In 1833 an associa-
tion of leading citizen; here was
formed, which, having collec ed eaough
money by private subscription to
begin wrorx, secured tho tite from Con-
gress in 1848 and laid the corner-stone on
July 4 of that year. In the eight years fol-
lowir g the shaft was carried to the height of
: 156 feet. Where work was suspended for
; lack of funds, and no etone was laid on the
shaft from tnat time until August 8, 1883,
an interval of twentv-four years, during
which tho slavery agitation, tho civil war
and the cenvulsions growing out of it, united
to distract the public mind from a work
peculiarly national and suggestive of peace
anl unity. But one of the great reasons
why tho flow of little subscriptions from all
over the land was stopped, was the be-
lief, which became general, that the
foundation was not strong enough.
When Mr. Corcoran, Dr. John B. Blake
and other citizens here, succeeded
Gen. George B. McClellan has
At Epsom Downs the Derby stakes were
won by Sir F. Johnstone's St Blaise. Beau
been discussing poUtics with a Texas news-
paper reporter. In his opinion the Demo-
cratic party should declare for a tariff for
revenue only. Among the possible Presi-
dential candidates he mentions Gen. Han-
cock and Senator Bayard. Tilden, Butler
and Dana he regards as unavatlabla
Gov. Pattison, of Pensylvania, ve-
toed the bill giving pensions to veterans of
yie Mexican war and to tho widows of sol-
diers and sailors engaged in that conflict
The House sustained the veto.... A Rich-
mond (Va) dispatch soys: Returns
from the county elections show that
Mahone has lost largely in some
! of his stronghold* Mahone’s native county.
, Southampton, has gone against him, and
! Nansemond, which gave his Lieutenant,
j Cross, 1,000 majority last year, has given a
j Democratic majority of 503.
WASHINGTON.
Brummcl and Gail lard, who had been fa-
vorites in the betting, finished fifth and
third respectively. The Epsom high plate
was won by Auctioneer ____ A secret society
with 300 members has been discovered at
Acres, Spain. Thirty-four members have
been ai rested A’ worm reception waa
tendered to Archbishop Croke on his return
to Dublin from Rome ____ It is announced
that the marines who have been assisting
the police in Ireland are to be withdrawn.
i lata He surrendered on condition that he
' should be allowed to retire to Egypt or St
Jean d’ Acra The nation’s word given by
the Duke d’ Aumale was broken, and Abd-
el-Kader was taken to France, where he
was detained as a captive until near the
«nd of the year 1851, when he was re-
leased by the order of Louis Napoleon....
, Statues of the brothers Alexander and Wil-
! helm von Humboldt were unveiled in the
i presence of the Emperor of Germany ____
i Alphonse Daudef, the French novelist,
fought a duel with a writer for the Prussian
in inducing Congress to undertake
the completion, which it did by a resolution
In the British House of Commons,
| Secretaxy Trevelyan, on behalf of the Gov-
ernment, stated that Messra Davitt, Healy
and Quinn coukl.obtain their liberty at any
moment by signifying their willingness to
comply with the law. At a meeting of the
Parnellite members, Mr. John Mc-
Carthy, member from Longford, whopre-
! sided,' said it was the duty of Irishmen to
contribute to the Parnell testimonial fund.
press named Delnit The latter was slightly
wounded ____ Michael Fagan, one of the
Phoenix Park murderers, was hanged In
Kilmainham Jail, Dublin. He declared from
the scaffold that he was innocent
THE MARKET.
Mr. Biggar and other speakers condemned
the Papal circular, but did not go so for as
Attorney General Brewster has
rendered an official decision which, it is
sad, will cost the Government $3,000,0j0.
He holds, in an opinion given to the Socre-
tary of the Treasury, that, under the pro-
visions of the act of March 3, 1883, no tax
can be collected on the capital and deposits
of National banks since tne 1st day of last
January, and no tax on the capital and de-
posits of State banks or private banks since
the 1st of last December. This decis-
ion sustains the position of Comp-
troller Knox and ov4hmles that taken
by the Internal Revenue Bureau....
The President left Washington for New York
on the 23d of May. accompanied by Secre-
tary- Folgcr. Secretary of tne Navy and Mr*
Chandler, the Postmaster General and Mr*
Gresham, the Attorney General and Mr*
Brewster. They were present at the cere-
monies incident to the opening of the East
river bridge.
The National Board of Health has
been defeated In it* attempt to obtain con-
trol of the epidemic fund of $100,000, the
Congressman Finnerty In recommending the
“bcycotting” of the Head of the Church.
and they were each put under $1,0J0 bonds
to keep the peace.... David Todd, son
of the Supreme Court Judge, and
Joseph Levesy, of the Mcucot, ex-
changed harmless shots in a duel near New
At a meeting in Cork, the Mayor pre-
i siding, £250 was subscribed for the Parnell
fund, and the Philadelphia Convention was
thanked for the support of tho national
leader.... At Rosloff, Russia, a Jew killed a
native, when the Russians retaliated by
j burning and robbing several Jewish
shop* The riots . lasted during the
night, three companies of Cossacks being
I unable to suppress the disorders....
The 10th and 1 ltd of next November will be
observed in Germany, in accordance with a
royal decree, os the four hundredth anni-
versary of the birth of Martin Luther. . . .M.
Edouard Laboulaye, the well-known French
jurist yid newspaper writer is dead in Pari*
Secretary of the Treasury having decided
that the Surgeon General of the Marine Hos-
pital service shall have charge of disburse-
ments from the fund.
The total value of imports of mer-
ehandlse for twelve months ended April 80,
1883, were $733,177,431; for the year ended
April 30, 1882, $708,024,427; increase $25,153.-
004; value of exports of merchandise for
the year ended April 30. 1883, $811, Ml, 364;
f w the preceding year, $777,875,781 ; increase,
GENERAL.
The Baptist National Convention at
Saratoga settled the Bible Society contro-
versyby the adoption of a resolution, by a
vote of 387 to 30, that the foreign bible work
be done through the Missionary Union of
Boston, and the bible work in the United
States through the Publication Society of
Philadelphia, and requesting the Foreign
Bible Society to retire from the field.
A decision of the Second Auditor of
A leading European journal shows
how Germany, Austria and Italy excels
France and Russia combined, both in armies
and war materials, and asserts that, as tbs
two latter powers can only operate with dt>
vided forces, the triple alliance out-
weighs the remainder of Europe..,.
Two fatal duels ere reported from Berlin,
the victim In one instance being a student,
and in the other an army Lieutenant. . . .Ths
likelihood of war between France and China
Is increasing. The French commander at
Tonquin has been killed in a sortie from ths
fort
Alexander III. was crowned Em-
peror and autocrat of all the Russia^, at
Moscow, with imposing religious ceremonies,
on Sunday, the 27th of May. A foil rep-
resentation of Foreign Governments wit.
nessed the coronation. The Emperor wort
the white uniform of a Colonel of the Im-
perial Guard, and the Empress was attired
m the Russian national oostame of black
velvet embroidered with diamonds and
girdled with a belt of precious stone* The
ceremony, which was according to the ritual
of the Greek Church, was conducted bv the
metropolitans of Moscow, Novogorod' and
Kieffe, assisted by a large company of minor
ecclesiastic* The cost of the coronation is
estimated at $10,000,0001
NEW YORK
| BEKVIES .............. *. ............ $ 6.72 © 7.10
HOOS ............................. 7.20 <&J 7.60
I Fi.oun— Superfine ................ 4.10 $ 4.00
, Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 1.1394$ 1.14
No. 2 Red ............... 1.21 $ 1.2154
Corn— No. i ....................... w & .60
1 Oath-No. 2 ....................... 51 $ .515$
I roax— Mess ...................... 20.00 $20.25
Lard .............................. 1194$ .12
CHICAGO.
j Beeves — Good to Fancy Steers. C.20 $6.25
Cows and Heifers ...... 4.75 $5.40
Medium to Fair ........ 4.90 $ 5.50
Hons ............................. 5.60 $ 7.60
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 5.75 $ 6.25
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Wheat-No. 2 Sprint? ........... 1.11*4$ 1.11!$
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 1.14 $ l.U!*
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 5594$ .56
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Barley— No. 2 ................... .79 $ .80
Mutter— Choice Creamery ........ 19 $ .20
Eu os— Fresh ...................... 16*4$ .163$
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Lard ..................... J ....... n>$$ .1194
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Barley— No. 2 .................... 70 $ .71
PORK— Men® ...................... 19.45 $19.70
Lard .............................. 113$$ .1194
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Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.I6 $ 1.1694
Corn— Mixed ........... . .......... 6194$ .62*4
Oats-No. 2 .................... .42!4$ .425$
Rye. .............................. .as $ .69
PORK-Mew. ..................... 20.26 $20.60
Lard ............................. 12
CINCINNATL
Wheat— No. 2 Red. .............. 1.14 $ US
Corn ......................... ^6)4$ .mj*
Oato. .............................. 44 $ .46
Rra. .......... . ................... 63 $ .633$
Pork.— Mess ...................... 20.60 $20.75
Lard .............................. u $ .11)4w „ TOLEDOi
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... L17*4#L173$
Corn ......... . ..................... 58 $ .69
Oats— No. 2 ....... 43 @ .430 DETROIT.
Flour ............................ 4.25 a 4.50
Whut— No. 1 White ............. 1.1J | in
Corn— Na 2 ........ @ .54
Oats— .Mixed ...... ....... .....  ,45 $ ,44
Pork— Mess ...... .. .............. 20.60 $2L00w v n INDIANAPOLIS
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... L119<fl L12
coiw-No-a. ................
Oats— Mixed ....... ......... .41 $ A2
« east liberty,
Cattle— B cs t ................. *co $ 6.65
Eafc. .................... *25 $ AM
Common. .......... .... *.75 d 6.00
Hooa..
___ ••••••••••••••••••»«•»•, T.40 $ 7.60
..... . _ rt 2 wb
in the Centennial year constituting a joint
commission, it was found that this belief
was correct. The monument, which, as
already stated, showed a breadth of 65 feet
on each of its faces at the base line, rested
upon a foundation only 80 f.et square and
23 feet deep, and poorly constructed at that
Below this was tho ground, of rather a yield-
ing nature. If they had gone on heaping
stone upon the monument, tho re-
sult would simply have been that the weight
would have driven it downward like a punch.
It would .probably have settled unevenly;
and wo should have had either a new lean-
ing tower of Pisa, or perhaps no tower at all,
which would have furnished either way a
fine paragraph for the newspaper correspond-
exits, but would not probably have been ol
much benefit to any other class in tho com-
munity.
Obviously, the foundation needed to b*
strengthened, and CoL Casey aidrs ed him-
seif to a task which a good many eng neen
would have preferred nob to undertake.
Go ng down below the foundation already
built, he dug from under it all around, leav-
ing n core of eaxth 4-1 feet square directly
under the center of the fot.nda ion and
monument; and the 71, 500,01)0 pounds oi
weight stood on this pillar of eartk Th*
new excavation was of a depth of 13 feet,
and m:.da a cellar under tho foundation 126
feet square. This was filled with solid ma-
sonry, except where the core of earth stood,
which was not removed. Then the sides ol
the old foundation above were torn dowx
lor a considerable di tance under tie wall*
of the shaft, rebuilt of bett.r material^
and spread out further over tie new
base below, thus distributing the pro  ire
over a much larger area 80, instead
of a foundation only 80 feet square, that la,
extending only feet beyond each of the
four faces, there is now a foundation 12(1 feel
square, extending 35 feet beyond each fac*,
and running 13 feet deeper. A good many
engineers have come at different times tc
visit the monument and inspeoo this inter-
esting work. One of them looked at It s
long time without saying anything. Then
* - itlv.he remarked quiet y, “Well, that’s easy
enough to do, but I don’t know one engineei
in a thousand who would want to try it*
The result proves how well the work ha*
been don* Since the laying of stone was
renewed 28.866 tons of 1 tone nave beenadd-
pd to the pile, and the settlement of the
hafe doe to this load his been just one and
a quarter inohe* The settlement is so
even that the greatest variation
In the sinking of the four corners is a differ-
ence of four-nundrethi of an inch between
tin southwest and northeast corner* Ths
other two have settled exaotij' alike, even
h. The totalto the hundreth part of an Inc
pressure now borne by the bed of founda-
tion is 74, STL tons, or 92 per cent of
the whole pressure that will be placed upon
it. The line at which the work rested in
1856 can plainly be seen, the old portion of
the monument being darker and more
weather-beaten than the new. The slow
.rate at which contractors are able to deliver
the marble regulates the progress of ths
monument Tne moner which Congress has
already appropriated, about $800,003 in ah,
will suffice to complete the shaft and pyr-
amidion, as it is called, the pyramid which
istot-p the shaft at the he ght of 530 feet
a:d rise for fifty-five feet, part of it being of
glass, In order to light the deep well of the
monument
Jax Gould is in for homeopathy.
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A GRAND SPECTACLE.
Alexander Crowned and Pro-
claimed Emperor of All
the Russiaft.
Brilliant Coronation Ceremonies that Cost
$10,000,000.
BOB’S PERORATION. EAST RITER BRIDpE.
Col. IngersolVs Closing Appeal to i The
• the Star Route Jurg. ! '
Magnificent Structure
Open to Travel.
Th“ Czar has been crowned and pro-
claimed Emperor of all the Eussias, andsti 1
lives. The Nihilist plots and schemes tor
his destruction, if there were any, failed of
accomplishment There were no untoward
accidents or incidents. The following ac-
count of the coronation ceremonies is taken
from the New York Herald? * cable report:
The procession moved from the Imperial
Palace before 7 o’clock amidst the tiring of
artillery and the ringing of the Cathedral
bells. ’The gendearmeries and troops led
the way, and the imperial coaches which
followed were surrounded by masses of
mounted General officers and personal
guards. All the princely guests and repre-
sentatives, personally, of foreign powers,
followed At an early hour the foreign Am-
bassadors, members of the Diplomatic Corps
and Envoys had met by appointment
at the residence of the German Ambassador,
that place having been selected for its con-
venient location; they joined in the proces-
sion, gilded state coaches having been pro-
vided for them. The Czar looked in excellent
health, and appeared in the Cuirassier Guard
aniforra of pure white and without orna-
ment or decoration. The Czarina wore a
heavily-embroidered costume, and the im-
perial pair moved from the throne-room to
the Uspensky Cathedral under a magnificent
canopy, upheld by thirty-two Generals of
the army. Drummers, trumpets and popu-
CoL Robert o. ingersoii consumed six ; On© of the Greatest Engineering
days in addressing the jury for the defense i Feats of the Age.
for the star-route conspiracy case. The 1 ___
speech is described as' a very ingenious one, I „„ , , ,
abounding in strong point, in behalf of bio I “-.pletion of tho great ouapenslon
clienta The conclusion, which had a viol- 1 "1( 1:0 °v“r ^ between New
bie effect upon court, Jury and spectator*, | lork and BrooUju, has been lookedforward
, - „ | to with a great deal of interest all over the
moving many to tears, is as follows; „ , • r ,
Now, gontlon.cn, the responsibility la I country, nnd tho formal ccromonie, of open-
with you. The fate of these men is in your the structure to the public traffic were
witnessed by an immense throng. The
building of a bridge to connect the two cities
THE PRESIDENCY.
Denial of tho Biport that the President
Is Setting Up the Pins for a Re-
election.
hands. In yohr keeping is everything they
love. Everything they hold dear is in your
power. With this fearful responsibility, you
have no right to listen to the whispers of was first suggested by Thomas McElrath, of
suspicion. You have no right to hearken to ] the Now York Tribune, nearly half a century
the promptings of fear. Beware of preju. ago. hut It was not seriously entertained,
dice. Loo* to the testimony alone, lie not I however, and nothing was done then,
convinced by the last argument; listen not I hi January, 1K57, Air. John A. itoeb-
t.o epithets instead of facta Recall 1 Rug, a Brooklyn engineer, acted on by
every argument made in this ease. Put tho tho e'.a.e of popular leeling. suggested tho
evidence in the scale, and then have the cou i ruction of a susyeusiun bridge, to cost
honor an 1 manhood to say which scale j f^. Ou.uOJ, with a roadway ,-0i feet above
goes down. We n^k from you tho ; high water mark, that saould be available
mercy of an honesjfc verdict; tliat is all : both for vehic es and pedestrians, and on
we ask-Mi verdict of your honesty. It is lor on which tr: ins shou d run Jrom shore to
[Washington Telegram.]
The Boflton AdcertUer of th!a morning
published a ipeolal to this effect: *\An im-
portand move is being engineered in New
York politics which is just bog nnlng to be
understood. It was planned by President
Arthur and Is being managed by his lieuten-
ants, led by George Bliai The plan is a
very simple one, and tho whole power of
the administration is be ng used to have it
succeed. The special then gives v hat pur-
ports to bo deta Is of this plan, which is de-
signed to unite the factions of tho Repub-
lican party ih the Empire Btate, and to di-
vide the Democracy. It then continues:
-SVi h a united Republican and dlyidt d De-
mocracy, President Arthur's friends
will claim that he, and he only,
ci n carry Now Y» rk in lt&4. A
solid delegation from Jhnt State
will present Ills name to the National Con-
vention. Everything is being done to secure
that state of tnings, and it hi likely to oome
All that is out of the special, which, _ ____________ ____ __ . about __________ ____
you to say whether ihose defendants sha.l shore at short, in ervois. This may be  aid | assumes that the President is scheming to
live with honor among your fellow-citizens ; to have been th j first definite proposition 1 secure a nomination from the National Oon-
— whet .cr they shall live in free air. or be m.ide. Three years later, in April, lb:*), tho | vention of 18S4, is the veriest bosh I know
taken from their wives, from their children, same gentleman it ted his views in whereof I speak, and so doeseveryper-
fiom their fireside, from all they hold most | the ooiurans bf the Arrhilert*' and J/e- ! sonal friend of the Preddent It isno secret
dear. It Is for you to nay whether they , c/utms’ Journal. He then e< iraated the ! whatever that the President’s health is poor;
shall he clothed with honor, or with shame; c s. at $4.00J,0jo, a d the annual that he chafes under the wear and tear of
whether their day shall set without a single I revenue de livable from a H-cont hi* office, and that ho looks forward with
star iu all the sky of an eternal night; ] toil, which should include the fare over in j intense longing to the day of his relenso
whether they shall be branded as criminals, i thij c.;rs, at $!,w0,0ai. S.x years more | from its irksome responsibilities. Only a
After all they have suffered, after they have i elans; fl, and then Mr. William ('. King-ley, ! few days since ho said to a very near per-
been pursued by a Government as no de end- of Brooklyn, who had taken up the project sonal friend, not an officeholder: “My
ants before have been pursued, it is vrarmlv, i.nd who was tooonued by Henry own ambition is to see tho country more
f>r you to say whether their homes shall be c. Mr.rphv (slr.c.i dcci-a'-u-d) and Congress- ] prosperous at the close of my administration
blasted by the lightning of a false verdict. ! man William K. Robiiihcn, began to work ' than it has ever been in the past, and to have
lar acclamations announced the starting of You must say whether their future shall be zealously for tho acconip isliment of what that prosperity retained by another Kepubli-
he procession. one agony ot grief and tears. Noth, ug be- many cortsideie i an imp s.ublo design. A 'can administration. He has repeatedly given
Tne divine services in tho Cathedral frere neath the stars of heaven is so profoundly Rj,] ‘was inttodueed into Congress, em- his friends to know that, unaer no circum-
begun at 8 o'clock, the invited guests, only sad as the wreck of a human being— nothing powering a coinj any that had been formed stances, would he again be President These
so profoundly mournful us a home covered to build the bridge, and it passed in March, Washington specials are doubtless inspired
with shame. Nothing is so infinitely sad s by some one who sees that the popular es-
a thing that shall ca»t a stuiu upon children Tho work was commenced under the i teem .for the President Is daily strengthen-
vet unborn. Ills for you to Say whether auspice* of the company, which, like others, .| ing, and. feoilng that It may lead to a peo-
this shall be such a verdict or one in accord- j was at first a privut.- oorp'^tion Bat iu» it i pie’s demand for his renominntiou, thinks it
ance with the law and the foots. The pros- progressed it became evident that its cost wise to forestall it by attributing to the
edition is heated with the chase; they are would largely exceed the estimate. Ubjec- | President a scheming arabithn, for which
(xcited by the hunt; hut will f ay that, in turns were aBo raised to B .ch an undertak- , there la not tho leasD shadow of a foundation.
2.'»U in number, crowding the chapcl-ltko
building. The services weie performed
while the procession wa< passing from tho
palace to the church, and at the conclueon
of the Te Deum the C. a-uwitch and tho
other members of the imperial family and
the foreign Princes entered and took i heir
places at the right of the throne Everything
was in readiness, and tho audience only
awaited tlie arrival of their Majesties.
At the Cathedral entrance they were met
by the superior clergy. The regalia accom-
panying the procession consisted of the
two imperial crowns, the two collars of the
Order of St Andrew and the globe and
cepter, whose money value exceed $2,OOJ,-
000, but whose statistic value is very small
. The imperial crown was that of Catherine,
with its fifty large stones and 50,00) bril-
MfCHlQAN LEQISUTUBE.
The Senate had for a special order on the
22d tho long pending Minority Representation
bill, in which an effort la made to give minority
stockholders a right to representation in
boards of directors of corporations. Over
this a sharp parliamentary debate arose
and the bin wa* finally tanled
The House bill for tho dlspoKltlon of tho dis-
puted Detroit, Grand Haven and Milwaukee
railroad hinds iiassed tho Senate with only one
adverse vote. Ti e Honso has passed a Senate
bill striking ontof the charter of the Michigan
Southern railroad s clause prohibiting the co»-
stmetion of any competing lines within a cer-
tain distance of said road.
The Senate, on the iMth, passed the House
Joint resolution to appoint a comniissloii to In-
quire into and report upon the advisability of
the State imrehasing the Michigan Central and
Michigan Southern railroads under tho pro-
visions of their charters; also, the House bill to
prevent malicious annoyance by writing. The
House put in another day on Mr. Ladecs' hill to
regulate the sale of alcoholic, malt and brewed
liquors. The bills were placed on tho order of
third rending.
The House, on the 25th, lifter a third trial,
passed the Nil amending tho charter of the
Michigan Central road so as to bring it under
the provisions of the General Railroad act in tho
matter of taxation. The House Committee on
Municipal Corporations lias rejKirted favorably
on the Detroit Charter bill. The Honso also
passed a bill amending t he Liquor-Tax law. The
Governor has vetoed Fletcher's bill providing
that before insurance companies shall include
mortgages rs pan of their capital stock they
shall first procure. and tile with the Recorder a
certificate tlmt mortgages are first liens ujon
the property.
Health Id Michigan.
Reports to the State Hoard of Health,
Lansing, by observers of diseases in
different parts of the State, show the
principal diseases which caused most
sickness in Michigan during the week
emling May 19, 1883, .m follows:
Number of observers heard from, Gl.
Area of Prevalence.
the end. they will be a thousand times ing being in the hands of the cQmjmny. Tho
better pleased with a verdict of not guilty remit was that in 1875 a -bill was passed by
than with what they ark. They would en- the Legblature of this State, authorizing the
joy .their victory; they would like success, , cities of Now York and Brooklyn to buy out
and they would have ’you give to those as- 1 the stock, the former to the extent of one-
pirations greater weigh Mhun to home.*, and third and tho la.tdr to that of two-thirds,
wives, and children. I want a verdict that , This ar/angement was carr.ed iuto eilect,
will relieve my client* from this ugony of and a Board of Tru tees was appointed by
two long years; that will lift from them the the Mayors of the two c, ties, under whose di-
cloud— a verdict that will till their coming rectiou the work ha* been carried out
days and nights with joy— a verdict that j Opera. ions were commenced on Jan. 8,
OLD SOLDIERS.
Tlie Forthcoming Army of the Cumber-
laud Reunion.
Rants, which had beenirsedat five nreced- will till their ntinds with a sense of joy and 187o,« so that tho w ork has gone on for
ing coronations. The OrlofT diamond gratitude to you, one and all. nearly thirteen years and five month*. The
i approaches to the bridge are not*et com-
plete. but they are noon to be. The total
length of the bridge is 5,9811 feet, the spanSTEAMER HORROR.
mounted the scepter, and the sphere holds
the finest sapphires in the world.
Their Majesties entered the Cathedral with
all pomp, and t >ok their places on the throne
data. The throne of Alexander was of carw. d
ivory, and that of the Czarina was of silver
giltj lncr listed with diamonds, but lower in
form than that of the Emperor. The Impe-
rial Insignia were placed on tables in front
of the throne. The metropolitan of the Nov-
gorod advanced with the. clergy to the foot ____ D ________ c._ ________  „ .
of the throne, while tho clergy and the Czar 0 . T,1 ri j j feet, the grade of the roadway is 8H feet in i fantry, four regiments of cavalry and twelve
repeated the Ixrrd’s prayer. This was fol- oome Or the Victims UIOWD Inland, and and tho width ot the bridge 85 feet. No ( butteries of artillery; Illinois forty-throe
The Pilot Explodes on the Cali-
fornia Coast— Eighteen
Lives Lost.
The fifteenth annual reunion of the Army
of the Cumberland will be held In Cincin-
nati on the 24th and 25th of October, 1888.
This society was organized under tho au-
bTtwTen thiT tw^mn^ being i;^^:! , *plce8 ot Maj. Gen. George H. Thomas in
inches long. ; 1888, and Is composed ot “officers and sol-
The summits of the towers that support diers who have at any time served with
the great structure are 21.* feet above high honor In that army.”
water, and their foundations go dow n on The Army of the Cumberland was one of
the Brooklyn and New \ork sides respect- the largest of the grand armies that battled
ively 45 uud 78 feet The clear height of the so nobly and well to preserve tire Union
bridge above high water in the center is 185 Ohio gave to this army sixty regiments of in-
1 2
o 5 * 2.0 ih
& o a j r
il -Air ?O O 1 « rl?
1 Intermittent lover.
2 Neuralgia.
lowed by tire repetition by him of the creed
of the apostles, us adopted by the Greek
church. Ho then received the ermine
mantle for the first time, and, it having
been placed upon his shoulders, the crown
less than 14,801 miles of wire were used tor regiments of infantry and seven batteries of
tee cables, each single wire being ;:,5VJ feet artillery; Indiana thirty-eight regiments of
long. These cables, which are four iu num- 1- infantry, four regiments of cavalry and
her. welch 8,58S>g ton?. ! twelve batteries of artillery; Michigan eight
The ceremonies attending the opening of roigiraents of infantry, two regiments of
A shocking disaster is reported by tele- 1 tho great bridge were under the direction cavalry, one regiment of mechanics and on-
Landed Lifeless on Terra
Firm a.
was raised upon its cushion, and the Em- ^  ___ _____ ________ ____ ... 0. ____
if took it iu his hands i>nd , . H F . m, . , . , I of the Brooklyn authorities, and were of an : gineers, and live batteries of artillery; and
placed it on his head. The Empress was | ^ aPn wom BaT1 rra iclB^0, 1-1C8i;ern- D | imposing character. Business was generally tho aggregate from thirteen otner States wasperor him'-elf n andI as : **»»p»-'-***< ...... r — - — j — — ©e--©'--— ---- . — ---- - -------- - — •• —
crowned m the traditional manner, the Czar passenger steamer rildt, plying along the suspended in both cillda 1’resklent Arthur sixty-eight regiments of ini untry, twenty-
touching his own crown to her forehead, i Ray, was blown to pieces by the explosion and his Cabinet Minister* and a largo, num- four recimeuta of cavalry ai.d ton batteries
laving it nude and placing her own crown 0f nno nf hor hnilcr* nnd fifteen of the nos- her of other distinguished persons graced of artillery, making a grand total, at tiro
upon her brow. The anuouncemont of tiro ' rpK the occasion with their presence, and the > opening of the Atlanta campaign, of 171,0 0
conclusion of the ceremony was made by a i senbrer8 and crew lost the.r lives, lire par- t p^^g, 0{ the crack local military regi- men. Every surviving member of these
salvo of art llery, followed by cheers j ticulars of the sad affair are embraced in the , ment* added eclat to tho afiair. Cen. regiments who recehed on honor able dis-
throughout the Kremlin and re-echoed by following dispatcheafrom Ban Francisco : Cf- James Jourdan was Marshal of the day. At charge is entitled to membership in ths so-
cheers and trumpet blasts throughout the i ,v u. r.rt . thnt , night there was' a pyrotechnic display on c.ety. The Society of the Army of thoity. Uoers of the steamej: Donahue repertod that | th-0bridgei and the public buildings of the 'Cumberland lias always held Mgh rank
The ceremonies were followed at once bv in parting Donah ire Landing they ndpeed the ^ two cities w'ere illuminated. (with kindred societies, and Its annual re-
a'rnost innumerable banquets, the Czar’s pilot coming down the creek In midchannel. ' The completion ot this grand structure pons, now numbering eighteen handsome
guests being much too numerous to admit and a few minutes afterward saw no sign of marks another decided advance in the con- , oc-.avo volume.*, hound in cloth, contain a
of their entertainment at otje meeting. the incoming steamer. A message was sent siruction of thisda^sof bridges, as this is large amount of biographical and historical
lire manifesto of the Czar remits ail ar- ( to Petaluma directing that a relief train with i the largest of Its kind In the world, and information of great interest and value. It
.. ;T7
17/5
3| Rheumatism .............. 1 715
4 Bronchitis ......... $. ..... :«fl
6 Measles ................... jti#
6 Consumption of lun«s .... 50
7 Tonsllltis ............... 54
SPneumonla ............... 51
9 Influenza ................. 49
10 Remittent fever .......... 40
11 Diarrhea .................. 8*
12 Erysipelas ................ 2T.
13 Diphtheria. ............... 123
14|8carlet fever .............. I21
15|Tynho-malarial fever. .... Iw
18 Inflammation of bowels. . 20
17 WhoopinK-counh ......... • is
IfliDysentery ................ '15
19. Mumps .................. 13
20 Inflammation of brain... 13
21 Membranous croup ....... s
82 Cholera morbus .......... 8
2;i Pncri)erai fever ........... 8
24 1 T y phoid fever (enteric) . .  7
25 Ccrebro-splnal meningitis 7
5
.. :*
28 Bright's (ll.HHftse.6 H l ln
27 Dlabe
2* Cholera infantum ......... | 3
|74
172
|69
!S
|57
(53
'45
I6S
45p
83
121
121
10
22
19
10
9
6
a
10
V
7
9
2
2
9
rears of tax* s up to January, 1S88, and all
penalties under judgment not yet enforced
against persons who wei e concerned in the
last Polish insurrection.
In the evening the Kremlin, with its spires
and grand cross, was brilliantly illuminated
by many hundred electric lights, which had
been especially arranged at high altitudes
by riggers nn f sailors brought from Rega
arid Cron*tr.d;, They illuminated, the whole
city.
The cost of the coronation ceremonlea
will, It is said, reach 810, 00), 000.
THE WHEAT BELT?
Tlie Millers* National Association Pre-
sent Figures Covering Twenty-one
States— A Shortage Indicated
from the Wheat Crop of
93,000,000 Bushels.
. ....... ..... ..... ..... e, ...... __________ _______ - , __ __ ____ .
phvfcioiauB and mine* for the wounded bo probably in all material respects the most 1 is deemed desirable toe ill the attention of
Immediately dispatched to I-akeville. When ! notable one. It certainly is the most re- those who were members of the grand old
the relief train arrived tho surgeons on markable one in thi* country, In reg.ird to army to tho approaching reunion of tlria so-
board found little to do, as of all those the length of spun and the amount of mate- | ciety. The Corresponding Secretary, Gon
known and believed to boon board none but rial used in its construction. Henry M. C.st, of Cincinnati, will bend
the Captain and two others (one the pilot) At the time of its construction the bus- 1 blank app icatious and give any desired in-
could be" found They were discovered pension bridge built by Roebling at Niagara ' form .tion t) thtse whomay wLh to become
in the fields seriously injured, the was regarded, with respect to its single members of the fiociety. Lieut Gen. P. IL
Captain the lea-t of the three. Search was span, its eleVatlOn above the water, and Sheridan is irs President
was made in even- direction far the sand the daring involved in its construction, .t— —
dams near tire bank, and, one after another, as an additional wonder of the world, i
lour men were found, all more or less Tirii was in 1855; and, however great may •
seriously injured; some with an arm or leg have been Its prominence at that date, it
broken iu tne fall. One was but slightly In- has since become fo dwarfed by greater
jured, having fallen in long grasses. Out of  constructions that it is now scarcely
t.;ese he managed to scrumble on higher and noticeabie In 1860 the bridge at tin-
drier ground. Had he been more seriously ' cinnati was completed with a span
injure.! he would have been drowned by the of 1,057 feet, or nearly 200 feet moro I
hinh tide. La*t reports show that eight are than the Niagara bridge, and it at once sup-
" b latter as a work of art. in the
BOYCOTT THE POPE.
Congressman Finerty on the Vatican’s
Attitude toward Ireland.
killed, seven wounded and ten mis ing. ; planted the ,
Most of tbe latter are probably dead, but I matter of magnitude. Then Roebling built
' the bodies have not yet been found The the upper bridge at Niagara, with a span .
i names of the passengers cannot lie definitely i 1,250 reet, some 40) feet more than the first panted an editorial headed “Boycott the
“““““ rcc#rdcd,*u“ . Pop*” -Ol all (lie productions of
lire Citizen, of Chicago, published by John
F. Finerty, member of Congress, recently
points of departure.
It is thought many of the passengers who ling has once more excelled himself by oon-
• escaped scalding and mangling were structing a bridge, with a t ingle span of
- : drowned, ns the boat sank immediately after l,t>00 feet, nearly double that of his firstMilica given ! %T«p1oSon i, attributat,.. to defective ' ^.‘mdathiid^thantheOne1^
publicity to the wheat-crop estimate, whicn R0[|erK Those persons who witnessed the There is no suspension bridge In Erirope
papal interference in the affairs of Ireland
that have marked the policy of the Vatican
from the days of Adrian IV. to John XXIL , and
from the reign of that pontiff to the present
time, the last circu or addressed by Leo XIII.
For the week ending May 19, 1883,
the reports indicate that measles in-
creased and erysipelas decreased in area
of prevalance.
At the Btate Capitol the prevailing
winds, during the week ending May
12, were southeast; and, compared with
tho preceding week, tiro temperature
was higher, tho absolute humidity
greater, tho relative humidity and the
day and night ozone less.
Including reports by regular observ-
ers and by others, diphtheria was re-
ported present during tire week ending
May 19, and since, at seventeen places,
scarlet fever at eighteen places and
measles at thirty-six places. One case
of small-pox was reported at Detroit,
May 19.
Henry B, Baker, Beo’y.
Characteristics of Greyhounds.' ' ‘
When a greyhound chases anything
he means killing it. Should a little
dog become scared and start to run
from two or three greyhounds, his
life may be numbered by seconds un-
less he quickly finds a place of refuge,
where his pursuers cannot obtain ac-
cess to hiifi and where ho can “bow-
wow" his disgust at their want of dis-
courtesy and bloodthirstiness without
fear of retribution, j^s for cats, of all
the many enemies of nm feline race
none are more to be dreaHed by them
than the greyhound. In a field where
there are no trees poor pussy is soon
run down, when one grip from the
long, powerful jaws of her pursuer in-,
stantly settles her account in this world.
And this habit of chasing everything
that runs from them is so much part
and parcel of their nature and is sc
fostered by training, that to eradicate
it is impossible without rendering tire
Matthews, late of Sonoma Mountain, on In England which have spans of between
his way to Arizona, lost four children, and 600 and 7lK) feet
another will die. His wife is crazy.  ----- ===
Xhe m„8t in con- NATIONAL BANKS.
nection with the disaster was the finding ot i -
Mrs. George B. McNear, a passenger, about a i ,, . . . n . .
ru le and a half from the scene of the ex- j JJeClBlOR Of tflfl Attorney General \JJ
plosion. She was standing in the mud and | Wkirh Thev are Enrichad
was still alive, but unconscious, it is pre- Wflicn iney are unnenea
Burned she struggled farough the mud and | $3,000,000.
weeds for that distance in search of relief. ;
She was immediately removed to Lakeville,
but died a few minutes after her arrival
UNRELIABLE, BUT INTERESTING.
A Tuscan girl has gone to join the Mexican
troops now fighting the Indian).
A girl in Cananda gua swam four time*
across the lake without resting once.
• In Westchester county lives a beautiful
girl who has raided Feventy-two broods oi
chickens so far this sea-ion
Six lovely maidens of Trov, N. Y., have
[Washington Telegram.]
There can be no question, of course, that
the decision of the Attorney-General in the
matter of the construction of the Tax law,
to the effect that National banks are not re-
quired to pay taxes after Jan 1. last, ia
correct At all events, it will be tire con-
struction which the tax-collecting power
will adopt The decision furnishes another
illustration of tbe crude nature of import-
ant legislation There probably are very few
men in the two house* who thought at the
time they were voting on the internal reve-
nue section of the bill, that the banks were
promises for the whole wheat-belt of the 'explosion from the steamer Donahue, say timt is at all comparable to any of these, ^
United States onlv 373 500000 bushels for 1 tbit it was almost fnnnv to see tho way the . unless It bo to the first one built by Roeb- to the I neU ^d ta
wnr a. arire. n c e va. o ^ them, awaiting the course oi
events, when they would simply nose
him all over, as is the nature of strange
dogs in general when they meet one an-
other, and let him proceed on his way
unmolested, although I must admit there
is generally a “lurking devil” iu tho cor-
ners of their eyes as he trots quietly ofi
to see if he will not break into a gallop
and bo give them an excuse for “chevy-
ing” him forthwith. Also this breed,
one and all, must plead guilty to the
charge of larceny. Most impudent
thieves they are, too, not being at all
particular "about stealing nnder the
very noses of the owners of the property
purloined, and, having got possession
of the coveted plunder, they, t<? quote
an expression of our American brethren,
"hop around lively,” leaving the ag-
grieved proprietor the option of vowing
vengeance against greyhounds in gen-
eral and that hound in particular, and
so put up with his loss, or else visiting
the owner of the dog and, endeavoring
to obtain satisfaction and redress from
that quarter. The best way to escape
trouble from either of these two fault?
is to keep your hounds coupled so long
as you are in the neighborhood of shops
and, although this may not be a perfecl
cure for tho evil, you will find it a great
check on their "propensities in theM
directions. — Toronto Globe.
twenty-one State), which represent nearly
all the wheat-producing areas, lire report
is considered quite remarkable in the light
of tho fact that ihe millers are generally
bears.
8. H. fleamens. Secretary of the Miller^
National Association, writes in this report:
“I have only to say that it is baled entirely
upon replies to my inquiries, which have
been carefully tabulated, thoroughly
analyzed, and the averages clcsMy figured.
In short, ihe conclusions are arrived at by
the most careful investigation of the re-
plies, and are given to you with the conti-
. Sent assurance that so far as it is possible to
arrive at the probabilities of the growing
crops thev are approximately correct ”
It is said that Mr. Seamans sent ouU^OO Iv Brooklyn 1Ive3 a ^ who eats daily
!r?h.
two columns, one •containing wheat-crop
estimates of 1882 .from the United States
Agricultural Department and the seoond
column gives Mr. Seamans’ estimates as
follows.
California ............................... 45 000,000
Nebraska .......... 15,000,000
Texas ..... ... ............................ 2,100,000
Kansas 33, 000, 000
Missouri ................................. 21,400,000
Iowa ...... . .............................. 15,300,000
* Dakota (approximate) ........ . .......... 18,000,000
Minnesota ............................... 37,000,000
.Wisconsin ..................... 18,500,000
Illinois.... .............................. 23,000,000
Kentucky. ............................... 12,400,000
Tennessee ................... 6,800,000
Georgia ............... 3,800,000
Virginia ................... ... /r. ...... 8,300,0)0
Maryland ........................ 9,000,000
Delaware ................................ 1,000,000
New York . , . , .lo.ooo.' " K)
Pennsylvania ........ . ........... 22,300,000
Ohio ................................. .... ..........
Indiana .................................. 29,50o,ooo
Michigan ................................ 23,300,000
world at large.” The article pays': “Let tho
Irish people hold public meetings in every
diocese and pass resolutions sternly de-
nouncing any more of his Holiness’ unholy
intervention in Irish politics, and tell him
once and for all time, firmly and respectful-
ly. to mind hi* own business a* the head of
the Catholic church. They might supple-
ment this action by resolving not to con-
tribute a single cent of Peters pence while
Leo occupies the paj>al chair, or at least un-
til he quite his palpable and scondalons po-
litical alliance with the arch-en-rmy of the
Irish nation and race In a word, we advise
our countrymen to boycott the Pone and
teach him a lesson that may be serviceable
at least to his t accessor. Cat off some of
the monetary sujipUcs of Leo and teach him
without being misunder-tood that the Irish
race cannot be bulldozed into slavery by the
bayonet* of England or by the thunders of
Rome. Wc hope the Irish Bishops and cler-
gy have backbone enough to resent this Ro-
man outrage on their patriot.sra. Deland
will stand by them against Pope Leo and
every other foreign busybody, be he Baxon
or Italian.”
Some twenty-five years ago, a lady, now
tion. But there can, of course, be no ques- 1 leg, near the knee. A physician, in extract-
tbe thorn, broke it otf, leaving about aA Newark girl put an artificial rattlesnake
in her Boston cousin’s roonuto frighten him.
He is now dangerously ill with brain fever.
. A very wealthy New York girl has adopted
a Japanese baby of 2 years. She paid |J.(K'C
for him, and has named him James A Gar-
field.
A Texas gDl has gone into a convent foi
six months and given out word that she if
dead. Just to test her lover and see if he wil
marry some one else.
tne the payment of $8,000,00(1
tion that there were no taxes due and pay-
able on the 8d of March, when the repeal
took effect
* From Maine comes the story of a woman
only 30 years old who has been struck by
lightning twice, has been on the train when
it was attacked by robbers once, has been
apparently drowned twice, abducted twice,
and met with numerous accidents with
horses, and still she is hale and hearty.
ing , 
half inch of the sharp point remaining, being
unable to find it The wound heated, nnd
nothing more was thought of the piece of
thorn that remained, ns it gave no incon-
venience. Tho other night, however, tho
lady discovered a bluish-looking pimple on
oud of her ankles, which soon became pain-
fuT She applied a poultice to the place, and,
on removing it next day. waq astonished to
find the piece of thorn.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.
Saturday, June 2, 1883.
A frightful disaster occurred at about
4 o’clock last Wednesday afternoon on the
recently completed suspension bridge con-
necting New York and Brooklyn. Im-
mense numbers of people had been trav-
ersing the bridge all day, and the throng
wa| Augmented about the hour mentioned
by the people who had been witnessing
thd Decoration-day parade. At the New
York end of the river span, where there is
a flight of stairs about six feet high, a jam
occurred, followed by a wild panic. The
pressure from the crowd behind precipi-
tated many people down these steps, one
on top of the other, and In this way many
were killed. In the crush the weak were
trampled upon, and children were suffo-
cated in their parents’ arms. It was some
time before the frenzied multitude could
be controlled and the dead and wounded
extricated. The fatalities are reckoned at
twelve while the list of those seriously
hurt Is a long one. There is a disposition
to blame the bridge authorities for putting
inexperienced men on the bridge police
force.
An exchange says that one of the pleas
ant things about the newspaper business
is to have persons call into the office and
beg that some important local news item
be suppressed, and then, if we don't pub-
lish such matters, the public complain be-
cause of lack of enterprise on the part of
the publisher.
On account of tho adjournment of the
legislature on the 6th of June, the day on
which the annual meeting of the Michigan
State Pioneer Society should open, and in
consequence of the commotion and con-
fusion attending the breaking up ot that
body, the meeting has been postponed one
week. Consequently the meeting will be
held in Representative hall at Lansing,
commencing Wednesday, June 13, 1S83,
at two o’clock p. m., and will continue
through the day and evening of the 14th.
The programme, as usual, will consist of
music, address of the president, reports
of the officers and committees, interesting
historical papers, and the fcsual five min-
ute speeches. Reduced rates have been
secured at the hotels in Lansing as follows:
Lansing House and Hudson House each
$1 50 per day, and Chapman House $1.25.
[OFFICIAL. I
Common Council-
Holland, Mich.. May Slat, 1883.
The Common Conncil met in spreial session and
was called to order by the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen Har-
rington, Williams, Kramer, Werkqiau, Boyd,
Nyland, and the Olerk.
Reading of the minutes dispensed with and the
rcgalar order of business suspended.
The Mayor stated the object of the meeting was,
to take Into consideration the matter of removing
obstructions from Cedar street, in order that the
contractors may commence work on said street.
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
Retolved, That the Clerk procure a book of
records for recording the streets in the city by
nnmber and names, as surveyed and laid oat by
John P. Tinkham, sarveyor.— Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Harrini
. >r De reqi
mnnicate with the proper railroad authorities In
tfeso/turf, That the Mayo
gton-
r no luesled to corn-
regard to the opening of Cedar street.— Adopted.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Meyer, Brower <& Co., curtains, etc ......... $1 40
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the
city treasurer for the several amounts.
The Clerk reported the following additional oaths
of office on ille, to-wlt: J. R. Kleyn, Building Inwmvv vuui  iv iv. u  mc/ii n iiui i  iu-
spector; J. R, Kleyn, Inspector of Hotels; John
Hatnmel, Chief Engineer of the Fire Department;
nAlfred Huntley, Assistant Engineer of the Fire
Department.
The City Marshal reported the nnmber ol side-
walks repaired, and receipt of the city treasurer
for 851.77, sidewalk moneys collected.— Filed.
On motion of Aid Kramer—
Resolved, That the report on the survey, profile
and estimates, for grading and graveling Ninth
street, be taken from the table.— Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
Resolvei. That the conncil meet as a committee
of the whole on Friday 8:30 p. nt., June 1st, 1883,
at the comer of Cedar and Ninth street*, to re-
view Ninth street, between Cedar and Fish streets.
—Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Harrington -
Resolved, That the matter of providing Colum-
bia Engine Company with rooms, at the expira-
tion of their lease, be referred to the Committee
on Fire Department.— Adopted.
Council adjourned to Friday 6:30 p. ra., June 1st,
1883.
GEO. H. S1PP, City Clerk.
From papereyrecoi^d from Ashland,
Wia., wo clip thyffilowing in regard lo
the steamer 8y»lryarker, which left this
port this “The beautiful liltle pro-
Jtfller^ S. B. Barker, arrived at Vaughans
docluon Wednesday, afier a twent/days
tlfctrip through bak'es'Michtgan and Superior.
The Barker is the Hotel Chequamegoa’s
excursion steamer, aud has already gone
to work. Captain Brower reports that he
was considerably bothered with ice until
be passed Marquette which accounts for
bis long trip. Not being ironed to fight
ice, care had to be used in making way
through the floes. The Barker has been
chartered by the Wisconsin Central Co.,
f«»r a term of years and will he run in cou-
nection with the hotel and trains. She was
built at Grand Haven, Michigan, by
V Thomas Kirby, especially for the excur-
\sion business aud is a new boat. 8|ie is
capable of carrying three hundred and fif-
ty passengers, and able to make her six-
teen miles an hoqr. Capt, Browed says be
will put her on the line between Ashland
aud Bayfield, making connections with
the Wisconsin Central Railroad, and also
make daily excursions to the Apostle Is-
lands. She will make an excursion to
Duluth once a week, and during the sum-
mer mouths to tbXoorth shore, including
Prince Arthur’s Landing and Isle Royale
and other points of raterest, occasionally.
This will give our citizens’ aud summer
visitors who have nevet been there, an ex
cellent opportunity to Visit that romantic
section of the Great Lak\. Capt. Brower
is an excellent seaman, and & pleasant gen-
tleman, and under his management his
boat will soou become popular- with the
public.”
ms w
To-morrow
First Reformed Church, (Chapel)—
Rev. N. M. Steffens, Pastor. Services at
9:30a. in., aadSp.ra. Sunday School 8:30.
Weekly prayer meeting with the Third
Reformed Church, on Thursday,’ at 7:80
p. m. Subjects: Morning, “The Glory
of the Covenant.” Afternoon, “An Im-
possible Separation.”
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p. m. Preaching by
the pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Morning, Communion Service. Address
instead of sermon; theme “The Shepherd’s
Care.” Evening subject, “Viewing the
Mote in a Brother’s Eye. ” Congregational
singing led by the choir. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m.,
aud 2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “The Faith of Abraham
in ofl'ering up Isaac.” Afternoon, “The
Holy Catholic Church.”
First Reformed Church, (Church Edifice)
Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:30
a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45.
Subjects: Morning, “Spiritual Chastise-
ments, Painful but Healing.” Afternoon
•The Elements of the True Saving Faith.”
Prayer meeting at 7:30.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2 and 7:80 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Rev.
Coelingh, of Drenthe, Mich.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
nod 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:30.
Mrs. H. D. Jordan will preach both morn-
ing and evening. Announcements of the
revival meetings for the week will be
made in the evening.
Lake Shore Items.
Mb. Editob:— The News comes to us regular
everj week and is a welcome visitor. We have
seen no items from this locality lor some time and
•end you a few from the ** South Lake Shore "
Work Is about to commence attain on the new
chnrch.
Fruit trees are In full bloom and promise an
abundant crop.
This week we noticed G. H. Sonter and lady on
the ''Shore" looking over their fruit farm.
G. W. Cavpbill baa been making some repairs
and beautifying the premises of onr cemetery.
Thi rain of this spring has Improved the ap-
pearance of wheat somewhat, although most of
the fields are very poor.
Tun woods have pat on Its garb of green and
there Is more beauty In this locality than at any
other season of the year.
Mbs. Andrew Reid will entertain the members of
the Ladles’ Aid Society with a "•odal" at her
residence Wednesday afternoon, June 6.
Mart of our iannere are setting ont large quan-
tities of peach trees and small fruit. We expect
that in a few years the "Lake Shore" will bo spoken
of as a first-class fmlt country. “ Grxkrt."
Back\chr, stitches io the side, inflation
and soreness of the bowels, are symptoms
of a disordered state of the digestive and
assimilative organs, which can be prompt-
ly and thoroughly corrected by the use of
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills. As dinner pills,
and as aids to digestion, they have no
equal. They cure constipation.
^diTrtisiements.
JAS. HUNTLEY,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings fin-
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash,
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
Office and shop on River Street,
near the corner. of Tenth Street
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883. 17-tf.
LOFT FORGET
that you cun And the best assortment of
GILT, and cheaper grades of
WALL PAPER,
with BORDERS to match and CENTERS
for C BALING, at bottom prices, at
7-Bra. MEYER, BROUWER & CO.
GEO. I. McCLURE
-Dealer In*
Sewing Machines,
Whee|er& Wilson, Singer,
and the White,
King of all Sewlhg Machines and the best in
the world. &
Also agent for
Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,
Pease, Krannach &]jBach,
-And the-
Estey, Chase,
Tailor & Fallow,
oncsrjajxrs
Please call, examlne’goods, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchssing elsewhere.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
Cor. of Eleventh aud River streets,17-ly Holland, Mich.
CENTRAL
DRUG STOKE.
Kremers A Bangs,
Sped al
Pure Drugs,
PATENT MEDICINES,
BRUSHES,
PERFUMERY,
TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGIST’S SUNDRIES,
PAINTS, WHITE LEAD,
LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,
MACHINE OILS, ETC.,
PARIS GREEN,
warranted strictly pure.
We are sole agents for the famous
“TansiTs Punch” Cigar.
WINES & LIQUORS
for Medicinal use.
Physician's prescriptions ami family
recipes accurately prepared.
KREMERS & BANGS.
Holland, Mich., May 26th, ’SS 16-ly.
FOR! SALE.
Two dwelling houses, near the corner of
12th and River Streets. Enquire of Evert
Takkcn, Douglas, or Isaac Fairbanks, of
this city.
Holland, Mich., May 28, 1883. 16-4w
Probate Order.
C TATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, as.O At a session ot the Probate Court for the
County of Otiawa, holden at tho Probate Office,
in the City of Grand Haven, on Thursday the
tenth day of May In the year one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-three. Present: Samuel L.
Tate, Judge of Probate.
In tho matter of the estate of Abel T. Stewart
deceased.
On reading and filing the final account, duly ver-
ified, of Henry Baum and Elisa J. Stewart Exe-
cutor and Executrix of said estate.
Thereupon it is ordered, that Monday the
Eleventh day of Juno,
next, at one o'clock in the afternoon, bo assigned
fur the hearing of said final account, and that the
egatees and heir* at law of said deceased, and all
)tho er persons Interested in said estate, are re-
quired to appear at a session of said Court, then to
be holden at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven, In said County, and show cause. If
any there be, why the final account of said exe-
cutors should not be allowed: And It la farther
ordered, that said executors give notice to the
pe.rons interested in said estate, of the pendency
of said account, and the hearing thereof, by caus-
ing a copy of this order to be published in the
Holland City News, a newspaper printed and
clrcnlnted In said County of Ottawa, foir three sue
cesslve weeks previous to said day of hearing
and aiso personally served at ieasl fourteen days
revlons to Mid day of hearing, upon all of said
egatees by denoslting the same In the Post Office,
at the City of Holland, in said County, directed to
each of them at their known place of residence
with postage prepaid thereon.
A true copy, (Attest.)
SAMUEL L. TATE, Judge of Probate.15— 4w
Have received a new stock of
DRY GOODS
NOTIONS, ETC.,
-^consisting of-*-
Dress Goods, Table Linen,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and Gossameres.
A large assortment of
HOSIERY.
WHITE GOODS.
GLOVES,
RIBBONS,
WHITE and
COLORED CORSETS,
BUTTONS,
SUMMER UNDERWARK, PARASOLS, Etc.
Noby Straw Goods and Felt Hats.
A fresh stock of
G-rooeriee
always on hand,
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Mich., May 10, 1883.
UlV UIUHUXUU u/ uv,,
'^—dealers in~*—
DRY GOODS.
GROCERIES, and
NOTIONS.
As we have just started io busioess In
io this city, we have oo hand
NEW FRESH GOODS
of the best quality, and we will sell them
at curreot market prices.
BUTTER and EGGS.
We will pay market prices for Butter and
Iso will buy Grain, Potatoes,Eggs; also
Seeds, etc., etc.
CALL ON TJSI
In the Store, on River Streets, lately oc-
cupied by J. Duursema, and wo assure
you of good bargains.
PETER 8TEKETEE & CO.
Holland, Mich., March 22, 1883. 7-ly.
SCROFULA
and all scrofulous diseases, Sores, Erysipe-
Us, Eaem*, Blotches, Ringworm, Tu-
mors, Carbuncles, Bolls, and Eruptions
of the Skin, are the direct result of an
impure state of the blood.
To cure these diseases the blood most be
purified, and restored to a healthy and na-
tural condition. Aykb’s Sarsaparilla has
for over forty years been recognized by emi-
nent medical authorities as the most pow-
erful blood purifier in existence. It frees
the system from all foul humors, enriches
and strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurial treatment, and proves itself a
complete master of all scrofulous diseases.
A Recent Cure of Scrofolous Sores.
“Some months ago I was troubled with
scrofulous sores (ulcers) on my legs. The
limbs were badly swollen and Inflamed, and
the sores discharged large quantities of
offensive matter. Every remedy I tried
failed, until 1 used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
of which 1 have now taken three bottles,
with the result that the sores are healed,
and my general health greatly Improved.
1 feel very grateful for the good your
medicine has done me.
Yours respectfully, Mrs. Ann O’Brian.”
148 Sullivan St, New York, June 24, 1682.
tT" All persons Interested are Invited
to call on Mrs. O'Brian; also upon the
Ber. Z. P. Wilds of 78 East 54th Street,
A FULL STOCK OF
HARDWARE
at prices that defy competition at
R. Ranters & Sons,
We have the exclusive sale, for Holland and
vicinity, of tho celebrated
We also have the exclusive sale, for Holland and
vicinity, of the celebrated
Pin id Pals
of all colors. This paint Is warranted to the
customer by the Pitkin Paint Company, which
warranty we endorse in every particular, where
used according to directions. We also have
cheaper paints for barns, fences, and outhouses.
Alabastine,
Paint Brushes,
White Wash Brushes,
New York City, who will take pleasure
In testifying to the wonderful efficacy of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, not only In the cure
of this lady, bnt In his own case and
iparlUa, 
— --- /• •
many others within his knowledge.
The well-known writer on Ike Boston Herald,
B. W. Ball, of Rochester, N.H., writes, June
7, 1882:
“ Having suffered severely for some years
with Eczema, and having failed to find relief
from other remedies. 1 have made use, during
the past three months, of Ayer’s Sarsapa-
rilla. which has effected a complete cure.
1 consider it a magnificent remedy for all
blood diseases.”
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
stimulates and regulates the action of the
digestive and assimilative organs, renews
and strengthens the vital forces, and speedily
cores Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheuma-
tic Gout, Catarrh, General Debility, and
all diseases arising from an impoverished or
corrupted condition of the blood, and a weak-
ened vitality.
It is incomparably the cheapest blood medi-
cine, on account of its concentrated strength,
and great power over disease.
prepared by
Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggbts;^irlee SI, >lx bottles
ETC., ETC., ETO.
Garden Tools,
Oil &Yapor Stoves,
Refrigerators, etc.
Always on band, in endless variety, and
we sell them at reasonable prices.
R. RANTERS & SONS.
Holland, Mich., May 1st, 1883.
(LOSING GOT
sale of my entire stock of
How is the chance SPECTACLES,
for Farmers.
Our popular wagne manufacturer
J. Flieman
Offers hts superior mad^wagons Jast as cheap as
they are a
Better wagon in everyway,
and will not be undersold by anyone.
Call and Examine.
Also keeps on hand a line of
AISTD
? Open and Top Buggies,
L/ Andanir.fi aMnrtmfint nf UnirrMpa fnr Yartnara a nice ssortme o Baggies o F me s
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
ALSO AGENT FOR
IATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON
WORKS.
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 14, 1883. 20-ly
CLOCKS,
JEWELRY,
AND*
PLATED WARE
BELOW COST.
Having sold my place of
business I desire to close out
my stock before the first day
of July.
For Good Bargains call
on me.
J. ALBERS.
Holland, May 10, 1883. 14-tf.
COME AND SEE
our large stock of
C A. IR/ 1? IE T S
and all kinds of
FiirnitULre
We sell very cheap and warrant the
goods to beflrat-dau.
7-8m. MEYER, BROUWER & CO.
1883. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1883.
IMULLIUBIR/ir
CLOAKS & FANCY GOODS.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flo went, Ribbons, Dress and Trimming Silk, Satin Vel-
vets, Crape, Embroidery, Neckwear, Laces, Veiling,
Ornaments, Gossamer Circulars, Dolmans,
. Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Hoopskirts.
A full line of Infant's Wear. Infant's Robes and Cloaks, a specialty.
L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET. HOEEAUnD. MICH
*
. - A- -
Bomb of our young ladies are practicing
taorse-backriding on pleasant days.
Tbdris Boot, of Qrand Rapids, was
visiting bis mother and friends this week.
Some of the sportive* employees of the
Standard Roller Mills upset in a sail boat
last week.
The propitions weather of last Wednes-
day was a sad disappointment to this en-
tire community.
Car accountant Graves, of the Chicago
and West Mich. R’y, returned yesterday
from a trip to Philadelphia. •
Night train despatcher Churchill, has
secured a house on 12th street preparatory
to moving his family here from Elmira,
New York.
One thousand car loads of gravel bal-
last is being moved from the southern to
the northern division of the Chicago and
West Mich. R’y.
Last Thursday night the Louie Fuller
Bijou Opera Company gave an entertain-
ment at Lyceum Hail to a small house.
The “show” was very fair.
The revival meetings in the Methodist
Church still continue. About fifty have
been forward for prayer, anfl the congre-
gation is increasing rapidly.
The amount of building that Is being
done in this city, this spring, is astonish-
ing. The “boom” in this direction ex-
ceeds anything we have had for a number
of years.
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y will
start a special train from Allegan at half
past five o’clock, p. m. giving all of our
people who desire to attend Sells Bro’s
Circus next Tuesday, a chance to return
home the same day, after visiting the show.
Albert RaMferbebk, an employee o)
Jk Hope printing office, was married to
Miss Matilda Karsen on last Wednesday.
We wish Albert much joy, and hope that
In the years to come, be may be enabled/
to wield the “stick” with beneficial result^
both to himself and to his posterity. 7
Don Henderson of the Allegan Journal
and Tribune passed through this city last
week with an armful of pails. Don had
been to St. Joseph and had evidently
visited the pail factory of A. H. Morrison.
The last edition of the Journal contained]
a two column puff on 8t. Joseph and her
esteemed citizen, Morrison. /
Five weeks from next Thursday is
Fourth of July. Our next holiday.
L. SpRiRTSKMi & Son, our Boot and
Shoe merchants, are bnildingan addition
to the rear of their store.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Vyn will visit the
Netherlands this summer. They intend
to sail June 13 on the steamer P. Callaod.
We have received a copy of the May
Oviing, a journal devoted to recreation of
ail kind. The price per copy Is 20 cents.
Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D., and wife left
for the East last Monday. Dr. Scott will
attend the General Synod of the Reformed
Church.
W. H. Demming left last Thursday for
Kentucky. He will return in about two
weeks with his aged mother who resides
in that State.
The Standard Roller Mills are lying
pipe to Macatawa Bay, to connect with
their steam pump, and to furnish an ade-
quate supply of water in case of fire.
The rainy weather ou Decoration Day
prevented the street parade by the Band,
and the wearing of those “new hats.” We
shall watch out for them next Thursday
evening.
“Crushed Squash” Is the latest caper
in colors. “Crushed watermelon” will
soon be in vogue. However, it will not
be very popular, except in the dark of the
moon, behind the fence. It will be most
commonly used with trimmings of castor-
oil and druyatore green.
The Park House at Macatawa Park will
be formally opened on next Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott, the genial landlord
and landlady, have invited the members
of the Park Association, and the press of
this city, to join them at dinner on that
day and a good time is expected.
The Marshal and Health Officer will
visit every house In the city next week,
Jeaving a copy of the health regulations,
^which will be rigidly enforced during the
coming season. Clean your back yards,
and observe such other requirements of
the regulations, as will save you and the
officers a large amount of unnecessary
trouble.
It is said that seventeen year locust
make their appearance this year.
John Nies, of Saugatuck, attended the
memorial exercises in this city last Wednes
day.
Mrs. Robert Finch, of Grand Haven,
is visiting herjeousin, Mts. G. 8. Doesburg
of this city.
Wm. Boyd and lady, of Nunica, were
the guest of the family of their brother,
Mr. D. L Boyd, this week.
A terrible cyclone swept over Indiana
last Tuesday killing several persons am
demolishing property eenerally.
Last week we stated that Dr. D. M.
Gee visited Fennville every Thursday.
We should have said every alternate
Thursday.
Lost:— A silk umbrella at the memoria
exercises held at Lyceum Hall last Wednes
day. The finder will please return to the
owner, Mr. B. Wynhotf.
Full particulars In regard to the open-
ing of the Brooklyn bridge, and the coron-
ation of the Czar of Russia, can be found
on the Inside of this paper.
 — —
Died:— Id this city on Wednesday, May
80, Mrs. Helena Grootenhuls net
Nibbelink, aged 39 years, 4 months, and
25 days. Mrs. Grootenhuls had been il
but a short time, and leaves her husband
with three small children to mourn her
loss.
/"We call our readers attention this week
to the advertisement of Mr. Geo. T.
McClure, who is agent for a number of
sewing machines, among which is the cele-
brated White machine. Mr. McClure is
also agent for some first-class pianos and
organs. We advise those who wish to
buy a sewing machine or a piano or organ
On looking over our advertisements our
readers will please notice what Mr. E. J.
Harrington has to say. His entire stock
of Clothing, Genu’ Furnishing Goods,
Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes, Dry
Goods, Groceries, Shingles, Lath, etc.,
etc., will be closed out at greatly reduced
prices. Mr. Harrington desires to change
his business and will sell, bis ntock at
prices that will astonish the natives. He
also has a considerable amount of Real
Estate in this city and neighborhood
which he will sell at reasonable figures.
Give him a call and secure good bargains
on the corner of Eleventh and River
reeU.
Yesterday morning Mr. P. Wilms In'
leaded logo ,o Velar. „i,h hi. borv,\^ "
.ad baggy. Oa .riring .1 the river, mX* C‘11 *ni “cer",in b" prlce8- Hi’ ofBce
side of the bridge on River street, he
thought be would give his buggy a wash
tnd drove into the water. Unfortunately
he drove a little too far and his horse sank
to the bottom, and was drawned.. Th
horse wa^ valued at about $150. J
At lb!
in New Brunswick, on the 16th inst., an
address was delivered by Abel H. Huizin-
ga, of Zeeland, Mich., and a graduate of
Hope College. Subject, “Power of Re-
ligious Thought in the History of Opinion.”
It is spoken of as able and scholarly.
Orations were awarded to the best three
in the class of whom Mr. H. was one.
The band excursion on board the
steamer Macatawa, which was to be given
on the evening of Decoration Day, was
postponed until Friday evening next, June
8. The boat will start at 7:30 p. m! and
return at 9:30. The Band will give an
open air concert in the park, the pro-
gramme to open with McCosh’s “Shades
of Evening,” an andante and waltz. A
new feature will be introduced, that of
distributing at the park, printed pro-
grammes of the music to* be rendered.
We predict, if the weather is favorable on
that evening, a boat load of excursionists,
an enjoyable rjde on Macatawa Bay, and
an encouraging support of one of the most
attractive fealtures of our pleasant summer
resort. Further notice of this excursion
will be made by a street parade by the
Band, on Thursday evening, June 7.
- ----
James Huntley, our most prominent
building contractor, has an advertisement
in this issue which we advise our readers
to peruse. Mr. Huntley has in his employ
from twenty to thiity men the year round,
and is at present engaged on a number of
buildings in this city, among which are
the residences of Mr. Ed. J. Harrington,
Mr. F. J. Royce, Mr- Jacob Kulte, and
that of Mr. Edward Takken, of Douglas.
He has just completed the addition to the
Park House at Macatawa Park, and the
large and substantial barn of Ed. J.
Harrington, both of which buildings be-
speak for Mr. Huntley a large and increas-
ing patronage from those of our citizens
who intend bhliding in the future. Mr.
Huntley runs the Planing Mill on River
street, near the corner of Tenth street, in
connection with his contracts, and is able
to furnish Stairs, Hand Railing, Bash,
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings, Brackets, etc.,
at bottom figures. He will also furnish
estimates for all kinds of building, finished
and completed, on application. Give Mr.
Huniley a call when you desire to build.
Last Wednesday evening the steamer
kcatawa was chartered to take a party to
Baugatuck. The night was exceedingly
dark and extra precautions were taken.
A man was stationed at the bow of the
boat as a lookout, and everything was
done to guard against accident that pos-
sibly could have been done. But as the
boat was coming down the Kalamazoo
river on her return trip, she ran aground
in the swamp opposite that uninhabited
place, Sangapore, and it was not until the
next day that she was liberated. The
Macatawa did not sustain any particular
injury from her trip ashore.
Last Wednesday our citizens in com
mon with those of other communities ob-
served Decoration Day. The day was
usured in dark and cloudy and the com
mittees with one voice deplored the not
over brilliant prospects for a pleasant day.
At eleven o’clock a drizzling rain set in
and continued until late in the afternoon.
The Committee on Arrangements, despite
the inclement weather, resolved to com-
memorate the day in as good a manner as
the- circumstances would allow, and ac-
cordingly at half past twelve o’clock a sa-
lute of three guns was fired as a signal
that the exercises would takb place. The
Committee on Decoration speedily set
themselves to work decorating Lyceum
Hall in which the exercises were to be
held. At half past two o’clock the Fire
Department, with members of the Com-
mon Council, formed in line at the rooms
of Eagle Engine Co., No. 1, and marched
by twos to the hall. The members of
Gee’s Music Class were present and every
thing was In readiness for the exercises
by three o’clock. The floral decorations
in the hall were gotten up in good taste
and were very handsome. The Com-
mittee, but especially the ladies of the
Committee, deserve great praise for their
It is rumored that an old gentleman and
an old lady of this city are soon to be
married. We hope to give the particulars
in a subsequent issue.
Married:— On Saturday, May 19, 1883,
by Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, William
Wentzel to Margaret W. Markle, all of
this city.
Married:— At the parsonage of the
Third Reformed Church, by Rev. D.
Brock, on Saturday, May 25, Mr. Arie
Jebaalj, of Hammond, lod., to Mrs.
Gerritje Vlljtn of this city.
List of letters remaining in the Post-
Office at Holland, Mich., May 81, 1883.
Mrs. C. B. Davis, Geo. W. Jenks, C. Built,
Amanda Young, O. T. Warner.
Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.
-• A Card.
We desire to express our thanks to the
kind friends and neighbors, for the many
acts of kindness and sympathy shown
during the illness and burial of our be-
loved son, Bernard us L.
E. J. Harrington and Wife.• — —  
Zeeland Item*,
Mrs. James Moerdyk U very III. but hopes are
entertained for her recovery.
ItI« rnmored that Mr. A. Van Dnlne, onr nur-
sery man, la about to be married.
F. W. BnADFiiLU, now of Chicago, la in town
making some alteration In hla cold etoruge ware-
house.
A tear, with a lumber wagon loaded with pota-
toes. ran away Monday and collided with Dr. McK
Best's bt.ggy, totally demolishing three wheels.
Tub Zeeland Cheese Factory in making about
500 ponnda of cheese a day. The manager of this
factory Is J. Loucks. The dlrectrm are B J. Poest,
J. Van den Bosch andJ. Bcholten. A. G. Van
Hees, secretary and treasurer, and 8. Brouwers
salesman.
IludsonviUe Item*,
Ye editor made us a call a few days since.
Please do so again.
A. M. Dear received a line present a few days
•Incer a boy. Mother and child doing well,
Owimq to the backwardness of the season, and
the rainy weather, oar farmers are not yet done
planting.
bcARMT fever and measles are raging In James-
town. Two deaths have resulted Irom the former
disease.
Measles has broken out again in the northern
and central part of the township. So says health
officer, B. B. Godfrey.
A raw evenings since a hone being droye by
Frank Hudson, who was accompanied by Mrs.
Frank Phelps, became frightened at a freight train
standing at the depot, overturned the buggy,
throwing ont the occupants, and quite merely in-
uring the lady.
Oua supmlsor, Mr. George Wcatherwax, has
finished the assessment roll, and the hoard of re-
view “have got in their work” upon it. We hope
the road warrants will be issued soon, so at to get
our road work done before haying, which will be
better than we done last year.
-- -- — » ’ n- .ww • v. wasvaa
Last Monday, May 28th, occurred thl UDtir>Dg labor iu arranging the flowers
deaihof Bernardus L.,son of E. J. Har | and evergreens for this occasion. The
riugion, one of our leading merchants. |d(,nd tr*bulcs to departed heroes, were
This youth was in his sixteenth year. For |ty,DS on a tab*e ,D one corner of the ball,
many weeks bo had been a great sufferer. I aQd wcre Scatty admired by all who saw
Every thing that medical skill and care-|,bem- The President of the Day, Mr. J.
ful nursing could do for him was faitbfuli L* Fairbanks, called the assemblage to
ty done, and dliy Itnxl/HlS amTaf order aDd announced that the exercises
------ - • . ....... commence with music by Dr. Gee’s
Otto Breyman
- Dealer in -
Jewelry. Watches,
DIAMONDS,
Silnmte, Plateivart, ui Fa&cj look
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
watches, so that our work can be war-
ranted.
fectionate hearts watched at his bedside
and waited upon bis wants. Nevertbe
less death could not be kept off. Sorrow
filled the entire home, for the son and
brother was dead. On Tuesday afternoon
at three o’clock the funeral took place at
the family residence on Ninth street. A
large number of relatives and friends were
present to show their sympathy with the
saddened household. Rev. Thomas
Walker Jones, pastor of the church where
the family attend, conducted the services.
Members of the choir of the same church
were present and sang two appropriate
and affecting selections. The first one,
which preceded the sermon, was “Go bury
thy sorrow,” a beautiful melody from
Gospel Hymns. Portions of scripture
were read and the sermon was preached
from Ps. 42:6 “O my God, my soul is cast
down within me; therefore will I remem-
ber tbeel” The pastor spoke of the great
suffering which befall homes and hearts
in this world, and the stii) greater sympa-
thy and succor which afflicted ones may
experience from the Lord. The dis-
course closed with a few words of consol-
atlon to the bereaved family and friends,
earnestly commending them to that God
whose grace and goodness never fall those
who trust therein. A “Farewell Bong”
was then given by the choir In a most
touching manner. The large company
took a final look at the coffined remains
and a long procession of mournert moved
slowly » to the grave. The burial took
place in the cemetery midway between
ibis city and Graafscbap, and the family
returqed to their saddened home.
Music Class. The class then rendered a
beautiful Qead march in a very creditable
manner. A very eloquent and fitting
prayer was then offered by the Rev.
Thomas Walker Jones, pastor of Hope
Church. Mr. G. Van Scbelven introduced
the orator of the occasion, Hon. James
Van Kleeck, of Midland, who was a gal-
lant member of the 17th Michigan In-
fantry, and who still suffers from a wound
received at the battle of Antietam. Mr.
Van Kleeck delivered his address from
manuscript and we shall endeavor to pub-
lish it in our next issue. The vocal music,
rendered by the choir, both previous to
aud after the oration, was appropriate and
a very beautiful feature of the exercises.
Mr. Van Scbelven read a list of those of
our soldier boys who lie buried in our
cemetery, and a list of those who enlisted
from this locality, but who found graves
in the sunny south. The exercises were
then closed by the doxology and benedic-
tion. On Thursday morning the flowers
were taken to the cemetery, and strewn
over the graves of the sleeping soldiers, by
the young ladies who had that part of the
program to perform. It Is very gratifying
to us to be able to state that Holland City
has once more observed the beautiful
custom of scattering flowers over the
graves of those who fought and bled for
the preservation of those constitutional
liberties which we now enjoy, and as the
years roll around we bd}>e it may be said
that onr people have not failed to observe
Decoration Day.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I will also keep on baud a full line of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
NEWFIRM!
I FEINS & CO.,
Have just received a new stock of
Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
Highest market prices paid for %
Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.
Give us a Call!
At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
P. PRIN8 & CO.
Holland, March 28, 1888. 8-ly
a. J. VANDURBN. Wm. VAN DER VEERK
No.Come and examine our stock,
trouble to show Goods.„ O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1882. 48-lv
IN THE NEW
GROCERY
~^AND~^.
DRY GOODS S TORE
C. STEKETEE&B0S,
V- '
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Cm now bo found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— alwave of the Freaheatand Pnreat,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provlaiona,
Etc., Etc. . >
Also aver/ large andasaorted stock of
Oily Meat Market,
6.J. VMREN& CO., Prop's,
HstIdk lately re opened tbs "City Meat Market”
tu the First Ward, wo kindly Inrlle the cltlsens
of this city to glye as a “call.”
We Intend to keep onr market supplied w ith the
best and choicest meats that can be pmenred.
We make
and can assnre our patrona that the Laid pur-
chased of as, Is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
0. J. VAN DURKN A CO
Holland, Mich.. Feb. IS. t883.
XXAXjIj’S
Vegetable Sicilian
HAIB RENEWER
was the fint preparation perfectly adapted to
eore diseases of the scalp, and the first aac
osssfnl restorer of faded or gray hair to Its
natural color, growth, aud youthful beauty.
It has had many Imitators, but non# have so
fully met all the requirements needful for
the proper treatment of the hair and scalp.
Hall's Hair Renew** has steadily grown
in favor, and spread Ita fame. sod usefulness
to every quarter of the glob Its unparal-
leled success can be attributed to but one
cause: /As entire fulfilment of Uspnmisu.
The proprietors have often been surprised
at the receipt of orders from remote ooun-
trles, where they had never mad* an effort for
ita introduction.
The use for a short time of Hall's Hai^
Ren ewer wonderfully Improves tbs ptiw
•onal appearance. It cleanses the sealp from
all Impurities, cures all humon, fever, and
dryness, and thus prevents baldness. It
stimulates the weakened glands, and enables
them to push forward a new and vigorous
growth. The effects of this art! els are not
transient, like those of alcoholic prepara-
tions, but remain a long time,whloh make*
Us use a matter of economy.
BUCKINGHAM’S DIE
FOR THR
WHISKERS
Will change the beard to a natural brown,
qt black, as desired. It produces a permanent
Rplor that will not wash away. Constating of
« single preparation, It Is applied without
trouble.
PREPARED BY
E. P. HAIL & CO., Mu, U.H.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines. .
FOR ALL THE FORMS
or
Scrofulous, Mercurial, and
Blood Disorders,
the best remedy, because the
most searching and thorough
^ blood-purifier, Is
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Sold by all Druggists ; fl, six botllss, ffi.
WM. TEN HAGEN,
-dealer in-
TOBACCOS, CIGARS,
-AND-
CHOICE LIQUORS
FINE
 very f _
dry goods Fresh Lager Beer
Which we ntend to keep as complete aa possl
ble embracing all the I teat and best made fabrics
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN II
EXCHANGE.
C. 8TEKETKE k BOB.
Holland, Oct. 18th, 1880. M-ly
Always on “Tap,”
Don’t fail to drop into my place of bail
nett, one door east of the City Bakery,
ON EIGHTH STREET,
Wm. TEN HAGEN.
Holland, Mich., May 10, 1888. 14-k<
»T
THE KINO’S DAUOHTEBA*
BT KABO ABET VANDEORUT.
Th« King's three little danthten, 'ne»th the
palace window straying,
Had fallen Into earnest talk that pnt an ehd to
And tEe^weary King smiled once again ^ to hear
what they were saying.
"It in I who lore oar father best I" tbs eldest
daughter said; - •
"1 am the oldest Princess!" and her pretty face
grew red ;
"What in there none can do without? I love him
more than bread!”
Then said the second Princess, with her bright
blue eyes aflame,
"Than bread? A common thing like bread!
Thou hast not any. shame! . ,
(Had am lit is 1, not thou, called by our moth*
er's name, o
"I love him with a better love than one so tame
as thine—
More than— oh, what then shall I say that is
 ’• ’ ' bAth blight and fine, • i '
And Is not common? Yes, I know— I love him
more than wine!”
Then the little youngest daughter, whoso speech
would sometimes halt
For her dreamy way of thinking, said, "You are
both in fault, ,i, I ' • . ,
TU I who love opr father best— I love him more
than pair.'*— ”
Bhrtll little shrieks of laughter greeted her
latest word,
As the two Joined hands, exclaiming, “But this
Is most absurd." .
And thotKing, no longer smiling, was grieved
that hs was heard. ^
For the flttfc youngest daughter, with her eyes
of steadfast gray.
Could^ahvays mye h|s tejul^raess, and charm
"She grows more like her mother dead,' he
whispered, " day by day."
" But she is very little, and I will find no fault
That, while her sisters strive to see who most
shall me exalt,
Bhe holds me nothing dearer than a common
thing like salt.”
The portly cook was standing In the courtyard
by the spring;
Ho winked and nodded to himself, " That little
quiet thing
Knows more than both the others, as I will show
the King. ”
That afternoon at (litfneT there was nothing fit
to eat;
The King turned, frowning angrily Jfrom soup,
and fish, and meat.
And he found a cloying sweetness in the dishes
that were sweet.
muttered, musing, " I caunot find
Hot a thing has tasted like iteelf bnt this honest
Dear father,
Afruddfa look Of teuderness shone on the King's
dark face.
"Great lore through smallest channels will find
. ita surest way;
It waito not state occasions, which may not
corns, or may;
It comforts and It blesses, hour by hour, and
day by day.'
—Continent.
Helen Preston.
peatiug. Did it mean misery or happi-
ness, bliss or woe? This marriage that
rung its changes through my brain— -was
it God-appointed? Did it mean God’s
blessing «r His curse?
You know I did not love this man
who offered me rest from my labors.
He had not power to evoke one thrill at
Ids call. But then love is only one rea-
son why one should marry a man.
There might be love and plenty of
money, and yet one go hungry all one’s
life. I have known such things.
I had tried to make my life straight
and fair. '1 had tried to keep clean
hands and a 'J)ure heart; tried— God,
who knows the secrets of all hearts,
knows this— to fight despair.
Long green days,
Worn bare of grass and sunshine; long calm
nights 1 J ‘ • ’
"Are there no underwriters for human hopes?
Forthe most precious of Interests is there no in-
•urance?''
I had been, tempted all day, tempted
by fate and the devil. All summer
long I had been trying . to clasp hands,
for a life journey with a man I did ii< t
love; a man noble of soul and born t<?
the purple, who set up his high lineage
against my poor gifts of beauty and
song. He threw some love into the
scales, too, but I, God help me, had
none to give in return. I had bartered
•rewhile my whole possessions for a
few glances of a dark eye, and my note
had gone to protest.
Could I — could 1? It kept following
me about with fateful persistency, for
to-nigbt I was to give my answer-'to my
high- horn lover.
I tried to look things in. the face, to
count the cost. t
Money was a good thing; it insured
one warmth in winter and delirious
coolness in summer, ami prettinefSand
daintiness, and the entrance into good
aociety. Yes, money was a good thing,
and position and power, and houses and
lands. So far good ; but my houI hun-
gered and thirsted for a love eommen-
•urate with my own. which this man,
who offered me purple ami gold, had it
not in his power to give, or. let mo qual-
ify that, had it not in his nature to give.
The stars came out golden and soft,
and the fragrant summer dusk crept
around me where I sat inhaling the
•cent of the roses. Ambition and love
tore my heart by turn, and weariness,
too, put in a poor pitiful plea, for 1 was
so tired. '• . w
1 1t was a brilliant future that Regi-
nald Dacro offered me, wherein toil
and w'eariness could never come. I
thought of the purple and tine linen ;
the luxurious rest; the emoluments!
Then my daily life passed in review be-
fore me— that of a companion to a
haughty, fine lady, and a regular singer
in a fashionable church, among fashion-
able saints and sinners. I began to
croon over the old satire.;1
In a church which is garnlBhed with mr.llion and
gable.
With altar and teredo*, with gargoyle and
groin.
The penitents’ dresses are sealskin and sable,
The odor of eanrtlt y run de colwme.
Bnt surely If Lncifcr, flying from hades,
Could gale at this crowd with its panlcr* and
palqt-. -J ' - •
He would say, looking round at the lords and
the ladles.
Oh. where is AH Sinner* if this ia All Saints?
I had entered upon this life fvoiq an
unloved and unloving home, a home
doled out to me by the tardy justice of
• granduncle who had robbed me of my
inheritance. I thought at first I might
find the sangreal somewhere in this new
country, which seemed so fair ; butalaS!
I had not oven heard the swish of
ting*. ' *
I thought of it Wl— the fervor and the
fret; the petty jars ; the misunderstand-
ings ; the pain of incomprehension ; the
nnguerdoned toil; the lagging hours;
the awful pauses.
This, or marriage ; this, or marriage.
It seemed written like a placard on
earth and sky. It seemed bound like
phylactery upon the brows of the peo-
ple as the.y passed to and fro; and soon
the word marriage lost all its signiti-
•ance for me, us words do after oft re-
Frora which the silken sleeps wore fretted out—
Be witness foj.fiie.
We see through shadows all our life
long. We comeinio.thi^ world without
our being given a choice as to our ad-
vent, and go out of it in the same man-
ner. ! '*
We have not been consulted as to
birth or death* yMotg and more the
prayer of Epictetus haunts me. “Lead
me, Zeus and. Destiny, whithersoever I
am appointed to go; I(will follow' with-
out wavering ; even though I turn cow-
ard and shrink, I shall have to follow
all the same.”
Should I marry Mr. Dacro? Was he
a good parti ? As the world said. Too
good for me, as my lady elegantly
phrased it.
I had been born into the world amid
fierce throes of mental anguish.
Through the pain of her travail mr
mother’s heart was rent with the greater
pain of my father’s sudden death-
drowned off the Cornish coast, for I was
born at sea. Sho lived until I was 10
years old, a life of sorrow, and poverty,
and renunciation. Then she died, leav-
ing me to a compassionate world and
my uncle.
My life dragged- on the clogged
wheels. I was always at war with my
surroundings. Though too proud to
express it, I had never realized my idea
of womanhood, or in any way grown
up to my aspirations and dreams. If I
had grown at all it had been through
pain and repression — a fatal thing al-
ways for a warm-hearted, earnest
woman.
My uncle, Edward Earl, had pro-
cured me the friendship ( ?) of the lady
in whose house I had passed a twelve-
month— Mrs. Lucien Granger, a distant
cousin of his own. I was an unsalaried
governess or companion, our remote
cousinship being always made available
by my unde. It was during my resi-
dence with that lady that my fate came
to me. A young nephew of Mrs. Gran-
ger’s came to the hall. Ho was an
artist, young and handsome, and
fresh from a four years’ sojourn in
Rofne.
I need not worry you with the pro-
logue or the epilogue of our love, for
words are so peor to express the heart’s
Utterance. O.gplden (tyw! . 0 tender,
•puksiijnate' nights! 0 primJefy heart,
come back, to me !
Alan Leighton was the last son of
a high-born family, and because of the
) ue blood— tfye jmited blood of all-the
owards— tUAvipg in his,|emg, Mrs.
range r ^atetposed hru'liat, against cur
ofe, ‘dreading, doubtless, the plebeian
admixture of mine* .
It is ft’ pity that blort’d docs not always
tell. It was an inglorious triumph to
me— yet still a truynph — to bare my
white arms to the shoulder during our
gala nights— to which my voice was al-
ways invited— contrasting their satiny
smoothness and perfect contour with
the lean, brown appendages of Mrs.
Granger folded over her aristocratic
heart.
But a cloud crept into the sky and its
shadow fell across our path.
Alan was ‘ called suddenly by tele-
gram to England, whore his grand old
hither lay dying. Wo had but a mo-
ment for our farewells, for Allan's heart
was rent with sorrow, and I helped to
expedite his departure.
But one letter ever reached mo. His
f iner was dead, and ho was Sir Alan
now.
My Precious Helen: My father, whom I
loved and respected above all men, died yosk
tui day. 1 need not tell you how detolato we
f< el ami how the light seems to have died
out of every nook and corner. My dear
mother is prostrated with the blow’w'hich
has taken away the lover of her youth, and
1 shall not be able to return to you for some
weeks. Announce our betrothal dearest,
to my aunt and uncle, which you know was
my intention the very night I was called
away. Be true to me* my darling Helen, as
1 shall be true to you. Good night, dear
love; I shall write at length as Boon as
mother and I’ have matured our plans for
her lonely future. Good-night, good-night!
May angels guard yon, and- may the good
Fa her fold about you His everlasting arms!
Your friend and lover, Alan Leighton.
Two years had dragged thejr slow
length about since that letter came,
and I had never heard from Alan,
though craving his presence as the
prisoner craves the sunshine. I had
written him oboi, and I had regretted
even that. “He was soon to be wedded
to au Earl’s handsome (laughter,” Mrs.
Granger read aloud from an open letter
in her hand ; "in fact, it was an old
affair, prior to his visi^ to the hall,”
etc., etc.
How I regretted I had written,
though the words had been few, merely
asking him if he had been enabled to
procure !pr mo a certain book we liad
made mention df together, and the time
was more than a year ago when I had
the right thus to address him. And
now, another woman was to be his wife,
and I must neyenthifik of the ojd days,
or fho old dreams, or look into his dark
eyes, or feel iiis kisses upon my un
kissed lips. Never! and I might live
fifty years. - — p
And 0, the pity of it, out of all this
world’s million possibilities I liad only
the chance of two — either to wed
Reginald Dacre, a man old enough to
be my father, ot to be a companion to
some* haughty woman. , I had decided
upon accepting Mr. Dacre. The tiny
note of barely two lines I had placed
between the leaves of a book it was his
nightly custom to read.
But Alan ! but Alan ! I had thought
him so true, tfb noble. I had called
him “my prince,” “my king,” alone in
the warm dusk under the stars.
“I will not soil thy purple with my’
dust,” had whispered in my heart.
“Nor breathe my poison on thy Venice
&luss.” * * * * l went down to
the sea to listen to its sullen roar, hear
it tell its tale of human misery; of iair
dead under its waves; of gold and jew-
els lying on green beds of moss; of
agonies gone down, the wail of human
misery their . requiem. I tried to re-
member all this, so that mine might not
seem such a great thing amid a world
of sobbing and tears. It was a good
thing to think of the sufferings of oth-
ers, and try tQ ignore your own ; a good
thing. But my misery ! the misery of
the girl called Helen Preston!
The girl was somewhat of a genius,
the people said. She possessed the
gift of song and she was handsome, too,
men said. And she liad two chances in
the world, and if she liad had money
enough to have utilized her gift of song
she might have had three.
But she had smirched her soul, for
all her beauty and gift had boon false
to herself, to God and humanity; false,
too, to Reginald Dacre, for she kej>t
her love for Alan locked in lier heart.
“I have sold my soul for houses and
anils,” sjio said, “and I am wretched.
Mea culpa ! Mea culpa !”
“I have sold myself with open eyes,”
she said, “knowingly, with malice pre-
lense. I have no one to blame. That
Alan forgot his vows did not make it
right that 1 should forswear myself.”
But the sea with its fuss and fret,
made my heart ache, and the turbulent
water seemed wooing me thitherward.
The chimes of our quaint old church,
playing an old song, caused a choke in
my throat. I would go and invoke
grand airs from the organ, and mayhap
I should forget the sea’s roar.
It -was my wont to go there to prac-
tice, and I knew the service would not
be held for a half hour. The lights
were turned down to a semi-darkness,
and the old sexton, with whom I was a
favorite, had left the key in the door
for me. The moon shone across the
organ keys and across my face, and the
trailing olds of my white dress looked
almost ghastly in its .light. 0, quaint
old church! 0, quaint old chimes!
Too soon I would be far away from
you, over the sea to my sailor’s lordly
home, carrying with me a heavier heart
than my years should warrant.
But it was too late to look back ; and
the fault was mine. I had ruined my
own life, and must pay the price. Be-
cause I had been forbidden the desire of
mine eyes, I had sealed my fate. I
had bound my hands, and had intoned
Phoebe Gary’s wailing words:
I have turned from the good gifts Thy bounty
«uppli& me, ‘
Because of the one which Thy wisdom denied
me;
I have bandaged mine eyes— yea, mine own
hands have bound me;
I have made me a darkness when light was
around me.
Now I cry by the wayside, O Lord, that I might
receive back my sight.
“Peecavi," I cried, and my head sank
upon the organ and fears stained the
red roses at my throat.
Helen!” and my head was lifted
gently and Alan Leighton’s tender eyes
mot mine. “Alan!” was all my aston-
ishment could utter.
“My girl, you have suffered," he
ejaculated, in a tone of exquisite tender-
ness. “Helen, my first and only love,
how we have been wronged. I only
learned an hour before I embarked that
you were not the false woman you had
been painted to me. Mrs. Granger
wrote me eighteen months ago that you
had ‘married Mr. Dacro, and left with
him for Cuba.’ A subsequent letter,
without date or signature, inclosing the
tiny pearl pin I had given you, left me
no room for doubt. I left England for-
ever, and I have boon on the wing ever
since, finding no rest for my heart on
sea or shore. Helen, I suffered as few
men sutler because of losing you, and
because of your apparent falseness.
But I could not waste my whole life be-
cause of a woman’s untruth, so I tied up
the broken threads and tried not to
look back. It was by chance I met
Herman Sloan, and in the midst of
mutual confidences he asked me why I
had never returned to America and to
the beautiful Helen Preston, who had
declined all suitors, and was still unwed.
Helen, I embarked that afternoon, and
I am here, never to be parted from my
darling. When will we be married,
sweet?”
“Married! Alan,” and the dreary
present recurring to me, I withdrew
myself from his arms, and almost un
consciously my lips framed the words :
I bad died for this last year to know
Yon had loved me. Who shall tarn on fate?
I care not If love come or go
Now; though your love seek mine for mate.
It Is too late.
“Too late! Helen, my only love ex-
plain your meaning for God’s sake.”
Then came a broken disjointed tale of
my sorrow and temptation when I heard
of his handsome and highborn bride ; of
my weariness of the hall; of Mrs Gran-
ger; of myself, of Mr. Daore’s constant
wooing, and at last of the little note
only this night thrust between the
leaves of his book, making Alan’s com-
ing forever too late for my Jmppineps.
Rapid hoof-beats along the road, and
my courtlv love came in sight.
“Saved! Alan,” and my words came
thick and fast.
“Engage hi inm conversation, Alan,
regarding the hall, Mrs. Granger, the
weather, stocks, etc., etc. Twill escape
by the vestry door, fly to the hall, se-
| cure the note 1 and then, 0, Alan !”
My darling, my bright darling 1” but
likd a chamois to the hall. I did not
heed that the roses fell from my throat,
that a portion of my laco flounce graced
a thornbush, or t At my hair, unloosed
from its fastenings, hung about my
shoulders. I think if I had possessed
a piece of paper 1 should have held it
aloft and shouted “a reprieve! a re-
prieve!”
Shall I try to toll of how I secured
the note, and hid it in my bosom, of
how I ran up stairs and peeped for one
moment into the mirror, twisting up
my shining hair and trying to hush the
loud beating of my heart, of how I rap-
idly traversed the path leading to the
church, dodging behind au osage hedge
to escape meeting Mr. Dacre, hurrying
on as soon as T was free, to be folded
close to Alan’s. heart?
“And you will not laugh at me,
Alan?”
“Laugh at you, my darling, and
wherefore?”
“Oh, for my mad flight, for the red
roses scattered all along the road ; for
my unbounded joy gt your return ; for
proposing to run and steal the note,
and, and— things.”
For answer came tender kisses
pressed upon brow and lips, and closed
eyes, and Mr. Lord Lovcl (Mr. Dacre;/
rode forth from the castle gates alone.
The Dull TlimWer.
It is evident, that there will have to
be ji national party organized, perhaps
a dynamite party, to annihilate the
fiends who write for newspapers and
everlastingly use the ' expression, “dull
thud.” With these writers anything
and everything falls with a dull thud,
from the carcass of a man who is hung
for crime to the icsthetic and fairy like
maiden who experiments on roller
skates. Every day for a month the dis-
patches have contained a “dull thud”
or two, and the local writers of the city
and country papers have descrilied the
falling of more things with “dull thuds”
than would fill a box car. The expres-
sion originated with a reporter for a
paper published in Europe, many cent-
uries ago, in reference to a man wfyo
fell off the highest pinnacle of a mount-
ain, and struck several miles below,
with a “dull thud.” It might lyive
been an appropriate expression at that
time, but during the hundreds of years
that have passed since the dull thud
has been worn so that it creates a smile
when the wayfaring man reads about
such a fall. The dull thud is almost
equal, in amusement, to the expression
always used by hew reporters in de-
scribing a fire, “the scone beggars
description.” Many people have been
driven to desperation by reading of the
dull thud, and a stop should be put to
it. Some newspapers make a rule that
any person who uses the expression
“dull thud” shall be at once discharged,
but within a week the managing
editor, or the proprietor of the
paper will write something editorial,
descriptive of a fall, and will uncon-
sciously work in the dull thud, when,
of course, the rule is suspended. There
is no expression that seems to linger
about in thenreesses of the brain, ready
to come forth unawares, like the dull
thud. Dramatic critics, in speaking of
some unusual bit of acting, describe
the heroine falling, swooning, into the
arms of the hero, with a dull thud. If
we could have a sharp thud, for a
change, it would brace newspaper read-
ers up so they could stand another sea-
son of diUl thud, but nobody seems to
take the responsibility of making the
change. What it wants is a socibty of
desperate men, men who would not
hesitate to commit min der, who shall
band together and be bound by a bloody
oath. It should be their duty to read
the papers and when they see the ex-
pression “dull thud” they should haunt
the newspaper office until they have dis-
covered the perpetrator, and then fol-
low him to the free-lunch counter, and
while lie is firing the liver sausage
down his neck, poison his beer, or choko
him to death, and place upon the body
a paper with a skull and cross-bones,
and a warning, “This shall he the fate
of all dull thudders.” A reign of terror
could be inaugurated that would, after
a few hundred dull thudders had been
slain, wipe out the senseless practice of
causing everything to fall with a dull
thud. Let such a band be organized,
and cause the first man who uses the
expression, “dull thud,” to fall in his
tracks, by the hand of the avengers,
with a dull thud.— Feed’s Sun.
PITH AND POINT.
Spring goods— rat traps.
The American press— the corset.
A rolling mill gathers no moss.
The first roes of spring — the shad’s.
A bieious individual— the collector. ''
Young grandson, presenting his cigar
case to his grandfather. “No, my lad,
I don’t smoke.” “Quite right; at your
ago it is objectionable.”
It is said that old Fatlior Tilno is
bald-headed so that he can’t bo taken
by the forelock. He is the fellow who
scythes for more worlds to conquer.
“Papa,” said a lad the other night,
after attentively studying for some
minutes an engraving of a human skele-
ton, “how did this man manage to keep
in his dinner ?”
Seven millions of rabbits have been
killed in ono year in Australia, and
these are hardly missed'. With an
Australian it!s only his dead hares that
are numbered.
Remark Cardinal de Rotz, which
is as true now as when it was uttered :
“A politician must often chan go his
opinions if ho wishes always to remain
in the same party.”
“Uncle Willyim, when I grow up
shall I still be your nephew?” “Yes,
my child. You will be my nephew at
CO just the same as at (>.” “Yes, Uncle
Willyim, but then you won’t have been
my uncle for a. good while, will you?”
“What did the doctor say? tell me,”
says the sick man, nervously. “Oh, he
didn't say anything,” replies hi-; friend,
encouragingly, “but there ia no occa-
sion for any alarm — he seems quite easy
and well satisfied.” “Yes, so would I
if I was in his place.”
A safKguard: Subaltern— “Meier,
when you are on guard at the powder
magazine, and a man passes smoking a
cigar, what do you do?” Meier — “Shout
to him to throw it away.” Subaltern—
“And then?” Meier— “I pick it up and
smoko the rest of it myself.”
Tragic: “Was it a small, white, curly
dorg, with a bine ribbon round his neck,
yer was lookin’ for, miss?” “Yes,”
gasped the young lady, in anxious sus-
'pense. "Well, Jack Adams’ New-
Glass Floors.
1 1 broke from his clasp and sped away
Water-glass is now being made use of
in the production of a paint which, in
addition to its beauty and durability, is
also advantageous as a means of pro-
tection against the action of tire. As a
floor paint it is found especially valua-
ble. The surface having been well
cleaned, any crevices or cracks between
the boards are next luted with a thick
mixture of water-glass and pulverized
chalk or gypsum; then, by means of a
stiff brush, a coating of water-glass, of
sirup-like consistency, is spread over
the floor, and to this succeeds a second
coating of the same, mixed with the de-
sired color— the latter a mineral color,
as the alkalies of the water-glass com-
monly decompose vegetable colors.
This coating having become dry, other
layers of the water-glass are given, un-
tilth - * - -e floor acquires a fine Instrous ap-
pearance. In order to insure a pol-
ished brightness, the surface is ground
off a little, oiled and thoroughly dried.
The water-glass is not worn away either
by heat or by continued use.
ioundlaud purp, lie’s a-gone and swal-
lered him. ” Thev carried iiy her into the
nearest drug store,.
“Do you hear this?” cried Mrs. Bos-
com, reading. “ ‘ The excessive death-
rate in Spain is owing largely to the
uncleanly habits of the people. Thou-
sands of Spaniards have never washed
since they were horn.’ No wonder the
poor creatures are dark complected!”—
Jiurlhujton Free Frees.
A famous North Carolina clergyman
while preaching from the text, “Ho
giveth His beloved sleep,” stopped in
the middle of his discourse, gazed upon
hisslumbering congregation and said:
“Brethren, it is hard to realize the un-
bounded love which the Lord appears
to have for a large portion of my audi-
tory.”
A humane man grabbed a club,
jumped in and killed a goat that was
chasing a man who carried a red hand-
kerchief in his coat-tail pocket down
the street, and the man came back and
asked him why he did it. “To save
you,” replied the humane man. “Save
mp, be hanged!” cried the other, ‘T’vo
just bought that goat, and was coaxing
him home.”
“Clairvoyants are not so wise as they
pretend to be,” remarked Brown; “fact
is, they can hardly tell you what you
know yourself. “Can they do that?”
asked Fenderson. “No doubt of it,”
replied Brown. “But I went to one the
other day,” said Fenderson, "and she
couldn’t tell me the first thing.” “Very
well,” answered Brown, “and how does
that* conflict with my statement?” —
Boston Transcript.
“I was at the theater last night," said
Clara, “and what do you think?
Charley Norris was there, in the very
next seat to ma” “Was he?” replied
Mary. “Did he favor you with any of
his long stories’?” “Oh, no,” said Clara;
“he hadn’t much to say to me; he talked
most of tho time to the young lady with
him.” “I see,” said Mary; “ho gave her
tongue and you cold shoulder." —
Boston Transcript.
A merchant advertised for “sales-
women,” and had only two applications
—one from a half-blind woman of 60,
and the other from a girl of 14, who
proved so giddy on a day’s trial that he
discharged her at night. The next
morning a new advertisement appeared,
calling for “salesladies,” and before 9
o’clock theie was such a rush that he
had to put out a sign of “Positions all
filled” before his business could pro-
ceed.
The dude, tho boantifnl dude!
The Pflaence concentrated of trousered prndel
We see and love him, and who shall dare
To chide ns lor loving a thing so fair?
We love his face, with smile so bland ;
We love the cane in his well-gloved hand ;
We love his somber and lofty air,
His tout ensemble of well-dressed care.
We love the go-to-tho-party dude!
ids by the waU at . |
Who goes to the opera with well-banned hair,
Who stanr ll s thouirh (Irmly glued;
With a hlgn silk hat and a languid air.
He walks on the avenue every- day,
In a clerical collar and aimless way;
He rarely smllgs. and his driveling talk
Is slow, like his tongue and his languid walk.
—New York Evening Post.
In the Binghampton Inebriate Asy-
lum there were at one time eighteen
cases of persons whose condition was
directly traceable to Black Friday. Po-
litical failures are also accountable for
many cases. Political campaigns al-
ways send a considerable contribution
to the asylums.
At a Loss.
Little Sam Wrinkler, on visiting a
neighboring family, was addressed by
the lady of the house.
“What oan I do for you, my little
man?” she asked.
,“I dunno,” said Sam. “Mamma told
me not to ask for cake or pie, as I did
last time, and Pm sorter at a loss to
know what to ask for, for I don’t know
what else ye’ve got in yer pantry, any-
how, but I can put up with most any-
thing that’s handy.”— Tacos Siftings.
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POISONOUS REPTILES.
A Chapter on Yenomona Serpenta— Rat-
tiers, CopperheutlH, Aloccusina and
Other Deadly Hnukea.
Venomous snakes spo those which
have two hollow teeth in the upper jsw
through which they inject poison into
the wound made by their bite. The
great majority of snakes are not ven-
omous, but nevertheless there are more
venomous snakes in the world than
most men really require.
There are two classes of venomous
snakes — those whose bite is certain
death and those whose bite can be
cured. The only venomous snake in-
habiting Europe is the viper, but its
bite is seldom fatal. In the United
States, with the possible exception of
New Mexico and Arizona, there are
three venomous snakes— the rattle-
snake, the copperhead and the moccas-
in. All our other snakes are harmless.
In some places the copperhead is known
as the flat-headed adder, but the other
species of snakes, to which the name
“adder” is often given by country
people, are as harmless as the pretty
little garter-snake.
Central and South America have
many venomous snakes whose bite is al-
ways fatal. Among these the best-
known are the coral snake, the
tuboba and the dama blanca. A British
naval vessel, on its way up a South
American river a few years ago, an-
chored for the night, and a number of
the officers thought they would go
ashore, and .sleep in a deserted shanty
that stood on the bank, where they fan-
cied that the air would be cooler than
it was on board the vessel. When they
reached the shanty, one of them said
he thought he would go back to the
ship, and all the others, with one excep-
tion, said they would follow him. The
officer who determined to stay swung
his' hammock from the beams of the
ro(jf, and was soon asleep. He woke
early in the morning, and, to his horror
found that three snakes were sleeping
on his bodv, and that others wore hang-
ing from the rafters or gliding over the
floor. He recognized among them
snakes whoso bite meant death within
an hour or two, and he did not dare to
move a finger. He lay in his hammock
until the sun grew warm and the snakes
glided back to their holes. His com-
panions had noticed that the place
looked as if it was infested with snakes,
but had cruelly refrained from warning
him. The officer was one of the bravest
men that ever lived, but he could never
speak of his night among the snakes
without a shudder.
In one of the West India islands—
Martinique— there is a snake called the
lance-headed viper, which is almost as
deadly as the coral-snake.
The East Indies are full of venomous
snakes, and in British India nearly
20,000 persons are killed every year by
snake bites. Of the East I idian snakes
whoso bite is incurable the cobra is the
most numerous, but the diamond-snake,
the tubora and the ophiophagus are also
the cause of a great many deaths. The
British Government has offered a large
reward for the discovery of an antidote
to the poison of the cobra, but no one
has yet been able to claim it.
Africa, like all tropical countries, has
many species of venomous snakes. The
horned cerastes is the snake from whose
bite Cleopatra is said to liave died ; and
from its small size, and its habit of
burying itself all but its head in the
sand, it is peculiarly dreaded by the
natives. The ugliest of these snakes is
the groat puff-adder, which often grows
to the length of five, or six feet, and
whose poison is used by the natives in
making poisoned arrows.
It is a very curious fact that the
poison of venomous snakes cannot be
distinguished by the chemist from the
white of an egg. And yet one kind of
snake poison will produce an effect en-
tirely unlike that produced by another
kind. The blood of an animal bitten
by a cobra is decomposed and turned
into a thin, watery, straw-colored fluid,
while the blood of an animal bitten by a
coral-snake is solidified, and looks very
much like currant jelly. Nevertheless,
the poison of the cobra and that of the
coral-snake seem to be precisely alike
when analyzed by the chemist, and are
apparently composed of the same sub-
stances in the same proponion as is the
white of an egg.
The Walking Horse.
The country would reap incalculable
benefit if the walk of its ordinary
horses could be accelerated a single
mile per hour beyond what is now gen-
eral. It would put millions of dollars
increased fast-walking stock may be
bred by farmers, if they will only take
due pains to select the stallions to
which they may hereafter nick their
mares. A fast- walking horse commands
a considerably-higher price with those
who care for the pace than a slow walk-
er, and such buyers are constantly on
tBe increase now, and that day will
come by-and-by when a slow walker
will hardly get a bid. The fastest
w-alk that I have yet seen exactly timed
and placed on record, was that of the
English horse Slove. He made, with-
out effort 5.69 miles per hour. All ag-
ricultural societies should give good,
premiums to fast-walking horses, the
highest prize to be awarded to the one
which walked five miles per hour; the
second to four and one-half miles ; the
third to four miles. The last should
be least time for which to award a
prize, and all breeds should be allowed
to compete.— Neifl York Tribune.
A Marine Ghost.
Two young Englishmen sailed to-
gether on board a Cunard steamer from
Liverpool for New York a short time
ago. They had never met before, but
they happened to come together in the
first evening on board, and, finding that
they had a great deal in common, soon
became something more than mere
acquaintances. It was a rough passage,
and they were seldom able to get on
deck, so they spent most of their time
playing ecarte. It was between the
deals of one of their games, and the one
who was sitting on the bunk (whom we
will call Mr. A.) was shuffling the cards,
when both became aware that a third
person was standing at the cabin door
looking at them.
“Good God, Jack!" exclaimed Mr. B.,
jumping up from the couch, “how on
earth did you get here ?”
The figure at the door said nothing,
but quietly turned around and walked
away again. The boat was rolling
badly, and when B. had done tumbling
over the portmanteau and had made
his way to the door some few seconds
had elapsed. A. was naturally some-
what astonished at the mysterious in-
terruption and the way his friend had
treated it, so he threw the cards on the
bed, and, hanging on to the door,
scrambled out after him. When he got
into the passage he saw B. standing
some ten yards off looking up and down
in a bewildered kind of way, and no-
body else in sight.
“Who was it?” asked A., as the other
came slowly back* to him after ques-
tioning the Steward. “I have not seen
him on board before.”
“He was my brother, and he is not on
board,” was the startling answer. “I
left him in Liverpool, and I know he
can’t have dome away.”
“Nonsense, my dear fellow; it must
have been some one of the passengers.
I certainly don’t believe it was your
brother Ho was as utterly unlike you
as one man can be unlike another. He
was tall and you are short, he was fair
and you are dark, he was stout and you
are slim, and your faces are completely
different.”
“Yes, I know. I call him my
brother, but he is really my half-
brother. His name is 0., and we are
totally unlike each other. But that
man was my half-brother, Jack C., as
sure as I am standing here, or— his
ghost.”
Well, there was no more ecarte that
afternoon ; none of the officers or pass-
engers had seen anybody answering
to the description of the supposed 0.,
and he never appeared again until they
reached New York.
When they landed, B. found a cable
message telling him that his half-
brother was dead.— Neio York Trib-
une.
Cutting Heads Off.
You probably know that, in Berlin,
when they wish to deprive a criminal
of his life they cut him in two at the
neck. The executioner that wields the
sharp ax is called upon to exercise his
functions on an average about once a
month. His name is Krauts, a mild-
faced old fellow, with a soft, gentle
voice, a dandy manner and white hands,
and on these occasions he usually
smokes a cigarette. He has four as-
sistants, a quartette of cruel, hard-
looking men, whose duty it is to strip
the victim. In the case under notice
the culprit was suffering the extreme
penalty of the law for no less a crime
than the murder of his wife and two
children. When he had been stripped
to the undershirt, the collar of which
was cut down to the level of his shoul-
ders, his feet pinioned and his hands
tied behind him, he was led out and his
extra into the national pockets every head placed up011 the block. In the
year. We might have horses ^wkch meantime, Krauts, the executioner, had
stood among the few spectators of thewould walk five miles an hour just os
naturally and easily as three to three
and a half, and rarely four, as is now
the rule. All the farm and much of
the country road and town street horse-
work is done at a walk. It costs no
more to feed a smart walker than it does
a slow, logy one, and frequently not so
much. Now, let any one calculate the
profit and advantage of using the
former in preference to the latter. Let
x the farmer see how much more land per
day he can get plowed and harrowed;
how many more loads of hay, straw,
grain and vegetables he can take to
market; and how much more rapidly he
is able to accomplish all his other work,
and he will have little patience in keep-
ing a slow-walking horse any longer.
It will be the same with the express-
man, the teamster and the truckman.
Bellfounder, got by the celebrated
imported trotting horse of his name,
out of Lady Allport, was not only a
fast trotter, but had a natural, easy
walk of five miles per hour. He was
kept by our family several years, and
nearly all his stock, out of quite com-
mon mares, proved excellent walkers.
This shows now easily and rapidly an
Clar* Morris’ Sandals.
When Clara Morris was a child they
gave her, in the Cleveland Theater,
twenty or thirty Hues in “Antony and
Cleopatra.” Said she: “I have no dress
to play that great part.” “Never
mind,” said the chief supernumerary,
I will give you my sandals to wear.
- ,le ' ‘ “
scene, quietly puffing his cigarette, and
without anything in his demeanor in-
dicative of his office. When the plat-
form was reached he threw aside his
cigarette, graspbd the ax in his white,
sinewy hands, gave it a swing upward,
and struck with a force sufficient to de-
tach the head from the body instantly.
The remains were covered with black
cloth, and the witnesses, having signed
their names, were escorted out of the
jail.
I have seen many executions by hang-
ing, and a number by ball and shot, and
have witnessed one or two poor victims
being keel-hauled, but it seems to
me that decapitation must be the
most brutal — certainly it is the most
hideous to contemplate.— London Cor.
Chicago News. _
Much distress and sickness attributed to
djHpepslA and chronic diarrhoea la occasioned
bv humor in the stomach. Hood’s Sarsapa-
rilla la the remedy.
Take courage litt e thing.” “So he
brought me the sandals, big enough for
a negro minstrel. I filled them with
paper,” she says, “and my foot in them
looked like a cliina slipper of Sevres,
sent home in a box of shavings lest it
might get fractured. Then I bought
five yards of white muslin and a yard
of something red to trim it, aud made
me a toga. So, when I was called, I
had to fly suddenly from the rear of the
stage in my great sandals and kneel at
the front. As I came, traveling on my
nerves, the paper stuffing began to fly.
I knelt, and the broad grin extended
all over that stage. I saw them shak-
ing with laughter everywhere. The
tragedian, covering his mouth with his
hand and laboring with its corners,
whispered: ‘Don’t you cry, my little
brave!’ ‘Why,’ said I, ‘what is it?’ I
looked back at my sandals as I knelt,
and it said on my ankle, in letters an
inch high, ‘The Cleveland Herald.’”
Why He Paid.
They were talking about gas and com-
paring gas bills, aud. finally the bald-
headed man laid aside his paper and
observed :
“Well, I had only two burners going
in my office for an hour each evening
during January, and my gas bill for the
month was $17.”
“Monstrous! Highway robbery!
Worse than pocket-picking!” exclaimed
as many different voices, and some one
asked what he did about it. x
“Why, I paid it,” he replied.
“You did! Didn’t you know it was a
down-right swindle?”
‘T-e-s, I thought it pretty steep, but
you see I’m a stockholder in the com-
pany, and anxious for a dividend.”—
Wall Street News. _
Symptoms of Paralyala.
A twitching of the eye, numbness of hands
and feet, with more or less pain and throb-
bing at the base of the brain, are some of
the premonitory symptoms of this rapidly-
increasing disease. German Hop Bitters
should be taken when you are warned by
any of these symptoms. Sold by all druggists.
Fannie: You are right It Is better to re-
turn a kiss for a blow. Aud a great deal
sweeter. ___
American and European Doctors.
It is Raid by celebrated physicians in
Europe and America that German Hop Bit-
ters is one of the best remedies now in use.
Sold by all druggists.
In spite of the popular superstition as to
the number of thirteen, the thirteenth card
of a suit is a good thing to hold in a game
of whist ___
Jefferson Citt, Mo.— Dr. J. C. Riddler
says: "Persons who u<e Brown's Iron Bit-
tors always speak well of it It is a good
medicine._ 
“I see that Smith is put in nomination. Is
he non-pnrtiRan?" “No, not exactly; I think
they call him uon-compos.”
For. tremulonsness. wakefulness, dizzi-
ness. and luck of energy, a most valuable
remedy is Brown’s Iron Bittera
In you want an example of thorough non-
partisanship, take the members of a brass
band during the campaign.
Tho Gault House, Chicago.
Visitors to the Great Railway Exposition
in Chicago, cannot find a more convenient
place to stop than at the Gault House, the
famous “Old Standard.” The Gault Is a first-
class hotel in every respect, and its rates
are only $2.00 and $2.50 per day. It is
equipped with all modern Improvements,
and located in the heart of tho wholesale
district, only ono block from the Union De-
pot. Try it.
Personal !— To Men Only !
The Voltaic Belt Co.. Marshall. Mich.,
will send Dr. Dye’s Celebrated Electro-
Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
are afflicted with nervous debility, lost vi-
talifiy and kindred troubles, guaranteeing
speedy and complete restoration of health
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B. —
No risk is incurred, as thirty days’ trial is al-
lowed.
Puke Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
livers on the sea-shore, by Caswell, Hazard
& Co. , New York. It is absolutely pure and
sweet. Patients who have once taken it
prefer it to all othera Physicians have de-
cided it superior to any of the other oIIb in
miuket. _
Crapped Hands, Face, Pimples, and rough
Skin, cured bv using Junipeb Tab Soap, made
by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York.
25o buys a pair of Lyon’B Patent Heel Stiff-
eners. M ; ;kcs a boot of shoe last twice as long.
A most delightful paradox : Girls are pret-
tiest a#dmort all seasons of the year.
Ottumwa, Iowa.— Dr. J. N. Armatrong says:
“I have used Brown's Iron Bitten In my
family, and recommend its use to other**"
SAVE THE INNOCENTS.
In rnoulox, Hurlitlna, and other dlseasea of child-
hood, when tho disease abates and disappears the child
may be leltwith dropsical effusions, with ulcers In the
ears, and, where diphtheria has ontended to the month
and Ups, at tho comers of tho mouth. Without the
blood-purifying effects of Hood’s Sarsaparilla recov-
ery la very slow, as such ulcers aro very obstinate.
With it the very best success has been obtained.
After dlphtheria-Soven children of Jawei H.Bcn-
OMs, Hiddleboro, Mass., had diphtheria the same
spring. All survived, out complained of pains, bodily
distress and cramps. Five bottles of Hood’s Sarsapa-
rilla cured the whole seven.
For five years after he had scarlet fever tho little son
of Jamxs V. A. Pboudfoot, Chicago, suffered from a
foul running sore about his ear. Hood's Sarsaparilla
cured him.
After vacdnation-Two children of Mrs. C. L.
Thompson, West Warren. Mass., broke out with run-
ning sores, after vaccination, so dreadful the mother
thought she would lose both. They were entirely
cured of these sores by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA.
Sold by Drngglsta. $1 ; six for $5. Made only by
C. L HOOD k GO* Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
An Editor's Testimonial.
A. M. Vaughn, editor of the* * Green wich Review ,*
Greenwich, 0H writes : Last January I met- with a very
severe accident, caused by a runaway herse. I used
almost every kind of salve to heal the wounds, which
tamed to running sores, but found nothing to do ms
any good till I was recommended Henry's Caroollo
Salve. I bought a box and it helped me at once, and
at the end of two months I was completely well. It is
the best salve in the market, and I never fall of telling
my friends about it. and nrge them to nee it whenever
they need a salve.
Du mo's Catarrh Banff cares all affections of tbs
mucous membrane of the bead and throat.
Deacon Smith buys Carboltne, the deodor-
ized petroleum hair renewer and restorer,
and, since Its improvement, recommends It
to all bis friends as the perfection of all hair
preparations. This shows that the Deacon
1b a wise man and knowB what is whut
tern*
ftlffEU5
There has never been an Instance in which this
sterling invigorant and anti-febrile medicine hb
failed to ward off tbs complaint, when taken duly as a
protection against malaria. Hundreds of physicians
have abandoned all the officinal specifics, and now
prescribe this harmless vegetable tonic for chills and
fever, as well as dyspepsia and nervons affections.
Hostetler's Bitters is the specific you need.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
$5to $20 BjjfejjS
ft A AN noun for all who will make spare time profl*
\ /able : good paying business if you can devote your
vLwhule time to it. Mouuy Hill, Box 788, N. Y.
fCC a week in your own town. Terms and |5 ontfit
WOO free. Addreas H. Hallitt k Go* Portland, lie.
GENTS WANTED for the Beat and Fastest-
Selling Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced
per cent. National Publishing Co., Chicago, 11L
Young Men1;.‘7te?S!Ya4
Circulars freF. VALENTINE BROS.. Janesville, Wis.
| A WEEK. |12 a day at home easily made. Coitly
. outfit tree. Address Tirol k Co.. Auuusta, Maine.
HAIR
Wholesale and retail. Send for price-list
Goods sent C. O. D. Wigs made to order.
L. BURNHAM. 71 State street, Chicago.
wlMr.
SO L
NO PATENT NO PAY.
R. 8. A A. P. LACEY , Patent
P AT ENTS Attorneys*, Washington, D.C.
Full fiislrucliont an<] Hand book on I'aientmentji ee.
MORPHINE HABIT.
No pay till enred. Ten
years established, Id) 00
cured. State case. Dr,
Marsh, Quincy. Mich.
“THE BEST IS CHEAPEST."
“THRESHERS Kg,
Dorse Poirers
(Pelted to all sections.) WrlteforFBEEUluaPamphlel
acd Trices to Tlw Aultisan k Taylor Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Lady Agents
and c«xt ulary telling Qeren City
Skirt and K locking Sueportem. ete.
Sample outfit Free. Addiett Onw a
City Saapcader Co., Cincinnati, 0
HOMES BEKArkansas,credit._ ____ ___ Lauds,
producing Wheat, Rye, Oats, Com, Cotton, Ora/woM.
and all the Choice Fruits ; near schools, churches and
railroads. FREE fare to all who purchase land, For
maps of Texas, Arksnsu, Kansas and Missouri, with
all information, addresa JNO. E. ENN18, ijaiw. and
Land Agt. Mo. P. Ry. Co., 1(0 Clark Bt* Chicago, 111.
THE SUN
From morning to morning and f
18 ALWAYS
_____________ INTERESTING.
rom week to week
THE 8UN prints a continued story of the lives of tejd
luea and women, aud of their deeds, plans, loves,
hates and troubles. TMt nlory U more interfiling
than any romance that koh evtr devlied. Hulmcrip-
tion : Daily (4 pages), by mall, S5c. a mouth, or
HMI.50 a year; Sunday <8 pages), Bl. 20 per year;
Wekxly (K paces). 81 per year.
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher, New York City.
Feck’sWfiHi
l&SttWEBI’S BIO BOUND HIS PA
and a II the master pieces of tbla, tlicgreatest humorlEl
of l he age. A Modem Literary Marvel. 100 lllustra
tions. Agent* Wasted for this wonderful-selling
book Laughable lllnstrab-d circular, free. To save
tlin-, send 60 (Tat* for outfit and got choice territory.
Address, RKLI OKD. CLARKE A CO., Chicago.
-r-ir
J/ifAUCUi
wfr PI-,/*-
onMttrt*
’7r/T«w nowc
rS€ND rwt CAUL OCUL.
, ’'A. W. MORGANS COL
'INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA*
RELIABLE
FOOD
IS IHE WORLD
sS
fcUlirPrvfyun
Lay the Axe
to the Root
If you would destroy tho can-
kering worm. For any exter-
nal pain, sore; wound or lame-
ness of man or beast, use only
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINI-
MENT. It penetrates all mus-
cle and flesh to tho very bone,
expelling all inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing
the diseased part as no other
Liniment ever did or can. So
saith the experience of two
generations of sufferers, and
so will yon say when you have
tried the “ Mustang/’
FARMERS!
PLEASE COfISIDER THIS:
Peiij Davis Pain-Kfc
Arts with tcondfrful rapldth/, aud never ftUlt, when
taken it the commeuccuieut of uu athi ck o>t
cm, cm ms,
As well u iH summer complaints of s stmllir mture
For
Sudden Colds, Sore Throat,
Ac* • tableipoonful of Pain-Xillib. in eweotensd
water (warm or cold), Ukcn at the beginning of in £
tack will prove in almost norer-fiillug cure, and am
much auftcring.
For
The Pain-Killxb
ready and able to re
md at a very
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Burns,
Scalds, Cuts, Biuises, &c.,
l zb will be found a willing physician,
lieve your aufferiug without delay,
Insignificant coat. For
Col, Cramps and Dysentery in Horses,
The Pain-Killks has no equal, and It has never bsea
known to fail to effects cure in a single iuatsnce. It is
given as a drench, s small bottle of Pain-Kii.lxk in 
pint of molasses and water. It is used in some of tbs
largest livery itablcx and horse Inflnnarlea in ths
world. To resuscitate young lambs or other stoel
chilled and dying trom cold, a little Pain-Killbs
mixed with milk will restore them to health vsiy
quickly.
WTbe pAiN-Kii.LRn Is for sale by Druggist*
Aixitlitvarics. Grocers aud Medlcluo Dealers through-
out tho world.
CIICS WHERE ALL Eltl Mill.
Best Cough ayrun. Tosteegood.
Uae In lime. Hold by druggists.
. CONSUMPTION.
THIS NSW
ELASTIC TRUSS
Hat a Fa* AlfaiM froa all a!W |
ctpatap, wltk fi.ir-Adjn.Uaf Bag
la ata tor, afiajU lu.lf U all mM*
•f tk. My, wktla Dm lALlta I
tat Hernia to fcrld ttotrtly fl*r an* UftW an* a rafleal aim aa»
tala. It la tuy, durablt and cheap. Scat br m»lL Olfatotaas
Eggleston Truss Co., Chicago,. IIL,
JUNKS, n PAYS
Bold .a trial Warr.ata 1 yaan. All alaat a* tow.
For frea book, addioea
JONES OF IINOHAMTOH, .
BUOUAXTOI, I. T."
LADY CANVASSERS WANTED
A BOOK THAT SELLS AT SIGHT.
HOW TO COOK.
THE HOUSEWIFE’S CONSTANT FRIEND.
An invaluable compendium of all that relates to fht
Art of Vooklna, Preserving, Canning, Pickling,
with special referenfie to the requirements of the
soo in. and all cooking most suitable for children,
acomplota Index. 12mo., SM pages. Over a thou
Recipe*. Hun* tan ti idly bound in durable
Descriptive circular free, or to save time. ___
cents for csuvaHKing outfit and choice of territory Is
IV. wilier- Mtola tall I
i
BELFURD. CLARKE k CO, Chicago, 1
WORTH SENDING F&BI
Dr. J. H. BCHKNCK has Just published a book on
DISEASES OF THE LUNGS
AND HOWTOCURE THEM
which is offered FREE, poatpaid.to all applicants.
It contains tntnahle information for all who SUppOM
tbemselvca afflicted with, or liable to any disease of
tho throat or luuga. Mention this paper. Address
Dr. J. If. ROHKNOK 4r HON, Philadelphia. Pa.
{State if you w>UA £nglith or Qarwutn ieeh)
Wonderfully simple and perfect in its threshing
and separating Qualities. Baves ALL the Grain and
cleanu it rendy Tor Market. Buns easily, cok
tructed durably, finished beantifuHy. least uxpen-
five, nnd moat economical and SATISFACTORY
handle wet grainBEST a.t well as dry.
Vir: THRESHER r.id
timothy; deans (M 1 1 C both as well as
wheat; requires wOB no change ex-
cept the sieve. Has more square fact of aeraraUnf
and cleaning surface than any other machine ; can
not be overloaded. It is both over and under blut
Our CLOVER HI LLING ATTACHMENT
(new knd very deeirable). HKPAKATOKS of
the various sires fitted for fiteam or Horse-Power.
The PITTS and WOODBURY Horae-
Powers, as made by us, aro unexcelled
TILLWATERM
ENGINE
OyttsdarMt
Far WOOS ar
COAL
$?
We also make the STILLWATER N*. 19 and
MINNESOTA GIANT FARM ENGINES,
each having retum-flua, and fitted for burning
straw, wood or coal Theee Engines are made and
flnlthed in the moot perftrt manner, and are built
Tractions when ao ordered. We also manufacture
A PORTABLE SAWMILL
for Friee-Liet mod Cirenlan, address.
N.W.MFG.&CARCO.
Successors to SEYMOUR. BABIN k CO.
Manufacturers, Stillwater, Minn.
C.N. U. No. a«-83.
WHEN WHITING TO ADVERTISER*,
vf please way you saw the »dverUueoetil
in thu paper.
This space is reserved for the Woman
Christian Temperance Union.
W. hhm.
A Texas Camp Xeeting.
At leogth, however, an advertisement
appeared promising another effort in be-
half of the Gospel. The notice was uni-
que, a perfect backwoods curiosity, both
as to its tenor and mode of publication.
Let me give it verbatim.
“CARBECUE CAMP ME El IRQ.
“There will be a Camp Meeting to com-
mence on the last Monday in this month, at
the double spring grove, near Peter
Brinson’s, In the county of Shelby. The
exercises will commence with a splendid
barbecue.
The preparation are being made to suit
all tastes: there will be a good Barbecue,
better liquors, and the best Gospel.
PAUL DENTON,
Missionary, M. B. C."
“September, 1, 1830.”
This document was nailed to the door of
every public house and grocery; it was at-
tached to the largest trees at the Intersec-
tion of all cross roads and principal trails;
and even the wandering hunters found it
in remote dells of the mountains, miles
away from the smoke of human habita-
tions.
At first many regarded the matter ns a
hoax, played off by some wicked wag in
ridicule of popular credulity. But this
hypothesis was negatived by the state-
ments of Peter Brinson, proprietor of The
Double Spring Grove, who informed all
inquirers that he had been employed by
this missionary, to provide an ample bar-
becue at the period and place advertised.
“But the liquor, the better liquor, are
you to furnish the liquor?” Was the in-
variable'question of each visitor.
“The missionary said he would attend
to that himself,” safd Brinson.
“He must be precious original,” was the
general rejoinder; a proposition which
most of them afterwards had an opportun-
ity to verify experimentally. I need hard-
ly add, that an intense excitement resulted.
The rumor took wings and flew on the
wind, turned to a storm, a storm of exag-
geration; every echo increased in its sound
till nothing else could be heard but the
“Barbecue Camp Meeting.” It became
the focus of thought, the staple of dreams.
And thus the unknown preacher had in-
sured one thing in advance— a congrega-
tion embracing the entire population of a
county, which was likely the sole purpose
of his stratagem.
(To be Continued.)
Ayer’s Sarsapaiilu is a highly concen-
trated extract, of Sarsaparilla and other
blood-purifying roots, combined with
Iodide of Potassium and Iron. Its con-
trol over scrofulous diseases is unequalled
by any other medicine.
’ Fis night. Quiet reigns iu the sanctum.
The ceaseless roar of the Washington hand
press is still and the click of the 13-m
composing rule is hushed and silent. The
foreman, compositor, and devil, the great
three in one, has gone to his paluiiui home,
and In the inner sanctum wearily sits the
over worked and tired editor. Naught
disturbs the intense quiet save the steady
rumble of the editor’s gigantic brain. He
is thinking, and ever and anon he raises
on high the gleaming round-pointed,
crescent-shaped, two dollar-and fifty cent
shears, and pauses but a short sixty-second
minute before he appropriates an editorial
from a far-ott exchange that he bought on
the train. At lust 'tis done, ami dipping
his finger in llio paste-pot, soon secures
the column-long trophy to a copy -slip.
Thus is a country paper “ably edited.”
A Aa:a o: Glints.
Two miles from Mandan. on The bluffs
near the juncti »n of the Hart and Missouri
rivers, is an old cemetery of fully 100
ac;es in exteit, filled with bones of a
giiitit race. This vast ci'y of the dead
lies ju*t east of the Fort Lincoln road.
The ground has the appearance of having
been filled with trenches piled lull of dead
b (dies, both m m and beam, mid covered
with several loot ot earth In many places
mounds from eight to ten feet high, and
some of them MO feet or more in length,
Lave been thrown up and are filled with
bones, broken pottery, vases of various
bright-colored tliuu and agates. The pot-
tery is of a dark material, beautifully dec-
orated, delicate in finish, and as light as
wood, showing the work of a people skilled
in the arts .md possessed of a high slate of
( v. iz .tion. This has evidently been a
j.ruml battlefield where thousands of men
and b -rscs have fallen. Nothing like a
MnuMantic or intelligent exploration has
bci-n made, as only little holes two or three
t ft id depth have been dug in some of the
pi unds, but many of the parts of the an-
i" -my of man and beast, and beauthul
specimens of broken pottery and other cur*
i •Hies have been found in these feeble
efforts at excavations.
AcuU and Chronic. and ilucouc. .
CLOSING OUT SALE!!
* CTT ALT? ABLE VO*
Bmura, butbuens, diabbh<ba, chat,
inqs, sTurofl or nrsEcn, nlbi
SOBB STBS, BOBS lEKT,
eto., eto.
THE WONDER OF HEAUNG!
F«r PiMBIiad, RMtagwrlieh-
lag, n to the grasUrt known remedy.
I>r Baraa, EcaMe, WMmdto, Bralww
and Earal— i ilia unoquAllcd— a topping pel*
and heeling In a momllous maimer. p
For KaflaaMd aad Wore Byea-Xts effect
epoo theee deltoete orgeaa to aimplj mamUou.
II le the Iiadlee* Vrlead*— All female
ccmplainto yield tolto wondrous power.
For Ulcere. Old Serce, or Opea
Woaade, lie action upon there to meet remark*
able.
Toothache, Faccoche, Bite* of Ia«
accle, tooro Fool, ora certainly cored by
FOND’S ESTHACT.
BECOXMENDED BY PHYSICIANSf
USED IE HOSPITALS t
EXTRA CT" blown in th* glass, and our piefurt
trademark on surrounding buff vravpw.Eans
d her is genuine. Aheap* insist on having FOM/B
EXTRACT. Takeno other preparation.
•sold in bulk a/ bp \ItiSi
BrnCIAL PREPARATIONS OP rOVB*S EXTRACT COM-
BINED WITH THE PUREST AND MOST DELICATE
PERFUME FOR LADIES’ BOUDOIR.
POND'S EXTRACT ............ 50c* $1.00, $1.75.
Toilet Cream- ....... t.00 Catarrh Cure- ...... 75
Dentifrice .......... 50 Plaster-
UpSalve ........... 25 Inhaler (Glass 50c.)- 1 XX)
Nasal Syringe- ...... 25
25
Toilet Soap (3 Cakes) 50
Ointment ........... 50 Medicated Paper
Family Syringe, $L03.
Ladies n‘»d pages 13, 18, 21 and 26 Inonr
New Book which accompanies each bottle of our
preparation. Sent free on application.
OTOub Niw Pamphlet wrr a HnnoxT or ora
Preparations Sent FREE oh application to
POND’8 EXTRACT CO.f
14 West 14th St. Now York. '4
Sold by H. WALSH, Holland Mich.
FROM
LLl
The undendgned domes to call the attention of
the people of Holland and vicinity to the fact that
he has purchased the
First Ward Grocery House
COR. EIGHT & FISH STREETS,
and is prepared to serve the public with ever
thing that pertains to a first-class
GROCERY Store
Butter & Eggs always
on hand.
GIVE ME A CALL.
Tlon’t forget the place No. 192.J Eighth street,
cor. Fish.
F. DEN UYL.
Holland, Mich.. April 21. 1882. 12 ly .
fABOVE AIL COMPETITORS
newHohe
WE*
(t-
ms
SEWING MACHINE CO-
30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK
CHICAGO.ILL."
ORANGE.MASS.
and ATLANTA, GA A- — -
“Thru* Is something about your dnugh-
ir,“ Mr. Waogbop said reflectively;
“there’s something about vour daughter
“Yes” said old Mr. Tbistlepod,
“there Is; I had noticed it myself. It
comes every night at 8 o’clock, and It
doesn’t get away till about 11 o’clock.
And some of these evenings I am going to
IiH \i all the way from the front parlor to
the side gate and see what there is in it."
FOR 3 m
Meyers, Brouwer & Co.
_ DEALERS IN
FURNITURE & COFFINS
HOLLAND, MICH.
pidtoHpnot.liretaPwacptngby, go and
! i j irBV  dare i-eforc yon die, somethingM Bl % I mighty and sublime lenvo be-
I hind to conquer time.*’ fifi a-
BABIw I week in your own town. gKont-
„ . At free. No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We will furnish you
everything. Many are miking fortunes. Ladies
make aa much as men, and boys and girls make
great pay. Reader, if you want hnsiuessat which
you can make great par all the time, write fbr
rurtlculara to H. HaLLETT & LU. Portland.M ine. 44.lv
At Greatly Reduced Prices.
I desire to change my business and will sell my entire stock at
greatly reduced prices.
My stock of goods consists of a full line of
CLOTHING, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS, HATS &
OAFS, E00TS A SHOES, DE7 GOODS, GE0CEEIES,
SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.
I also desire to sell the following Real Estate: Six hundred and
thirty-nine acres of timbered land, seven miles north of this city,
twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth street,
three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an
improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the city, on the
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.
El. J. ELA-RIR/Ilsr CxTOIST;,
H O L L A. 3ST X), MIOH.
H. WYKHUYSEN,
-dealer In- UtfcUH
WHO 18 UNAOOUAINTKD WITH THI QIOORAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, WILL
8EB BY BXAMININQ THIS MAP, THAT TNI
%
Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, etc., etc.
I keep a full line ol Spectacles, which are the
best iu the market.
Prompt attention given t, repairing.
No trouble to show goods.
Watches and! Clocks
sold below Giand'Rapids prices.
GIVE ME A CALL.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Holland, Mich., July 20, 1882. 24-ly
T. L. Miller Co.,
Brxxsku and Imfortibs or
HEREFORD CATTLE
COTSWOLD SHEEP
BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Bibobii, Will Co., Illinoia
NARROW ESCAPE.
Murrell (mi Cure of Stone in the Blad-
ber— Large Stones Removed by Kcn-
Inody’a FaroritelRemedy. .'
Frontyu Pittsfield (Mass.) Eagle.
Stone in the Bladder Is a very dangerous ai Iment ;
but many most remarkable cures have of late been
wrought by ^Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy"— the
Invention of Dr. Kennedy of Bondout. N. Y. An-
other striking case Is now added to the list. Mr.
PeterLnwler. of Dalton, Mass., states in a letter
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubled withetiy
bladder complaint for 14 years, and had consulted
at different times seven physicians; but nothing
beyond temporary allayment of tbe pain had been
worked. Towards tbe end ot last January Mr.
Lawler called on Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the
doctor “struck stone.” He decided that Mr. Law-
ler should first try the “Favorite Remedy,” so as,
if possible, to avoid an operation. And bore Is the
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
seethe siones 1 will send them to you.” This let-
ter bears date “Dalton, Mass., Frb. fith,“ and Is
signed “Peter Lawler.” The stones, which are to
large ns to warrabt for “Kennedy’s Favorite Reme-
dy” the claim that It Is the most successful speci-
fic forStoneyetdlscovered, nrenow In Dr. Ken-
nedy’s possession. Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
s'ates that the “Favorite Remedy" at the same
time cured him of a stnborn caso of Rheumatism ;
and It is a fact that in all effections arising out of
disorder of the liver or urinary organs it is a search
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific R’y,
Being the Great Central Line, affords to travelers, by reason of Its unrivaled geo*
graphical position, the shortest and best routs between the East, Northeast and
Southeast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is literally and strlotly true, that Its connections are all of the principal lines
of road between the Atlantic and the Paolflo.
By Its main line and branches It reaohss Chicago, Jollst, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois | Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxvllld, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Quthrle Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leaven-
worth and Atohlson In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
intermediate. The
“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
As It Is familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES ; a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING OARS, and DINING OARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
via the famous
ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Rlohmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which maybe obtained, as
well as Tioksts, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of
R. R. CABLE, E. ST.JOHN,
Vloe-Pres’t A Oen’l Manager, Oen’l T’k’t A Pass’r Ag’t,
CHICAGO.
MANHOOD
How Lost, How Restored!
Jurt published, new edition of Dr. Culvxb-
will’s Cilibratid Esbat on the radical cure of
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, Involun-
tary Seminal Losses. Impotency, Mental and Phy-
sical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.:
also, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, Induced
by self-indulgence, or sexnaf extravagance, Ac,
The celebrated antbor, in this admirable essay .
clearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ sm-cess
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured; pointing out a
mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectual,
H. BOOHSTE,
Theoldestiestabllshed Stable in tbe city.
On Market Street, near Eighth.
by means of which every sufferer, no matter what
his condition mi»y be, may cure himself cheaply,
prlvatclv and radically.
^fthia Lecture should be In the hands of
every youth and every man In the land. ' .
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress. post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage starobs .Address
THE CU VERWELL MEDICAL CO..
41 Ann St., M wYork N.Y.; Postofflco Box 450.
WISE
people are always on the lookont
let changes to Increase their
earnings, and In time become
wealthy; those who do not im
prove their opportunities re-
main In poverty. We offer a
great chance to make money. We want many
men, women, boys and girls to work for ns In their
own localities. Any one can do the work properly
from the first start. The business will pay imjre
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensive ouBts
furnished free. No c. e who engages falls to make
___________ , „ ________ money rapidly. You » an devote your whole time
lug remedy and works marvellous benents. It Is to the work, or only your spare moments. Fnllin
In itselfalmost a medicine chest. Order it of your formatlouondalltha* is needed sent free. Address
42-ly druggist. Price $1.00 a bottle.. BTINHON & CO., Portland, Maine. 42-ly
I have the'newest and best HEARSE In this
city, with the finest horses and carriages for funeral
purposes, which I will furnlshj
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any parly in this city.
Hollimd, July 28th, 1882.
H. BOONE.
25-1 f
X ^ A week made at home by the In-
 dnstrious. Best business now be-
ll M rm fore the public. Capital not need-
Jm B # cd. We will atart yon. Men,
10  ! women, boys and girls wanted• everywhere to work for ua. Now
la the time. You can work in spare time, or give
your whole time to tbe business. No other bnels
ness will pay yon nearly as well. No one can fall
to make enormous pay, by engaging at once,
Costly ontflt and terms free. Money made fast,
easily, and honorably. Address TRUE A CO..
Augusta, Maine. 42-ly
1 « ->»
_____ . • A... __ : ..... _____ .^1. '
